FANNING THE FLAMES
How the European Union is fuelling a new arms race
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

‘If you prepare for war you get war. If you prepare for peace you get peace.’
– Ukrainian peace activist Yurii Sheliazhenko

At the time of writing in March 2022, a war has broken out in eastern Europe following the illegal invasion of Ukraine by Russian troops. Towards the end of 2021 unrest in the Balkans came close to boiling point. Tensions in the South China Sea continue to simmer and threaten regional and global stability. Wars and violence continue in Afghanistan, in Central Africa, Iraq, several countries across the Sahel, Syria, and Yemen among other countries and regions experiencing constant violence and consequent displacement. Some of the world’s most powerful nations are sabre-rattling, drafting and deploying troops, stockpiling military materiel, and actively preparing for war – including the European Union (EU) and some of its member states. Contrary to the EU’s founding principle of promoting peace, it too has been charting a course to establish itself as a global military power. History has shown, however, that far from contributing to stability and peace, militarism fuels tension, instability, destruction and devastation.

In a ‘watershed moment’, in response to the war in Ukraine, the EU announced that it would, for the first time, fund and supply lethal weapons to a country under attack through the European Peace Facility (EPF). While this move is unprecedented, it is not unexpected. The EU has been pursuing a military path since the entry in to force of the Lisbon Treaty in 2009, which provides the legal underpinning to create a common security and defence policy. Less than a decade later, in a new point of departure, the EU created specific budget lines to allocate funding to military-related projects. This decision firmly set the EU on a new and deeply worrying trajectory, where international political and social problems were to be addressed not only through dialogue and diplomacy, but also through the threat of military solutions.

The European Defence Fund (EDF 2021–2027) has a budget of €8 billion for the research and development (R&D) of military materiel. Since it is too early to analyse the impact of the EDF, which is still being developed, this report looks at its two precursor programmes: the Preparatory Action for Defence Research (PADR 2017–2019) with a budget of €90 million to fund defence research, and the European Defence Industrial Development Programme (EDIDP 2019–2020) with a budget of €500 million to fund the development of defence equipment and technology. Under these budget lines, almost €600 million of European public money was granted to highly lucrative private companies producing and exporting arms and military technologies, as well as private research centres among other beneficiaries. These pilot projects expose deeply worrying trends with regard to European-driven militarism, which if replicated under the EDF, with a total budget that is 13.6 times that of the precursor programmes, could potentially lead to catastrophic results. By increasing the funding for military R&D by a massive 1250% from one budgetary cycle to another, the EU is now increasingly intent on investing in military hardware and advanced technologies rather than in building or maintaining peace.
The objective of these budget lines is to research and develop new weaponry, as well as to enhance existing armaments, integrating new technology such as artificial intelligence (AI), unmanned or autonomous systems. In particular, the funds promote the development of ‘disruptive technologies’, which would, were they to be deployed, radically change the conduct of war. After the evolution of gunpowder and nuclear weapons, conflict analysts refer to the current period as a third evolution in the arms race, in which automated weaponry is being tried and tested and may eventually be part of conventional arsenals, despite serious unresolved legal and ethical questions. In allocating billions of euros for the development of new defence technology, the EU is fuelling a third and deeply troubling arms race, which may eventually render obsolete the existing rules of war and International Humanitarian Law (IHL).

Both the EU funding calls and the arms-producing companies use the same language of collaborative defence, interoperability, industrial competitiveness, enterprise, and innovation, with no regard for the instability, death and destruction that will certainly result if such weapons and military technology are deployed. But wars never occur in a vacuum, but are the manufactured outcome of many years of political strategies and decisions. In choosing to invest in innovative weaponry, the EU is not merely implementing a defensive strategy in the unlikely event that one of its member states might be attacked, it is driving militarism, actively fuelling a very dangerous arms race, and fanning the flames of war.

This report reveals that:

**EU decision-making processes and budgets have been captured by highly lucrative corporations that exploit these political spaces for their own gain, exposing the pervasive influence of arms-trade lobbyists in setting the EU’s agenda.**

- **Nine of the 16 representatives in the Group of Personalities on Defence Research, which was set up by the European Commission (EC) in 2015, were affiliated with arms companies, arms research institutes and an arms industry lobby organisation.** The six arms companies are Airbus, BAE Systems, Indra, Leonardo, MBDA, and Saab, two arms research institutes, Fraunhofer and TNO, and the arms industry lobby organisation, AeroSpace and Defence Industries Association of Europe.

- **The EC proposal that eventually led to the establishment of the EDF was based on a report presented by the Group of Personalities, which included entire sections copied verbatim in the EC defence fund proposal.**

- **The entities they represented stood to make massive profits from the budget lines they were influential in creating. Concretely, those who participated in the Group of Personalities have to date received over €86 million or 30.7% of the allocated budget, although since the entire allocation has not yet been made public, they are likely to receive even more funding.**

The EU is funding arms companies that are involved in highly questionable practices that fall far short of upholding human rights standards and the rule of law, two of the EU’s core values. That the EU would knowingly invest European public money in entities that are involved in dubious and highly controversial arms deals, producers of nuclear weapons, or have faced allegations of corruption, raises serious questions regarding the standards the EU applies before granting hundreds of millions in military spending.
• Concretely, the seven largest beneficiaries of this EU budget line are involved in highly controversial arms exports to countries experiencing armed conflict or where authoritarian regimes are in place and human rights violations are commonplace.

• By funding these beneficiaries, the EU is indirectly funding nuclear armaments, given that many of the companies are also involved in the development, production, and maintenance of nuclear weapons.

• Furthermore, five of the eight largest beneficiaries faced substantial allegations of corruption in recent years, namely Airbus, Leonardo, Safran, Saab and Thales.

Although not all of the information regarding funds granted under PADR and EDIDP is yet available, the EU currently finances 62 military research and innovation projects with a total of €576.5 million (the total is closer to €600 million including administrative and internal costs).

• To date, 68.4% of the budget goes to companies based in France, Germany, Italy and Spain.

• These are the nations where the largest arms companies are headquartered and the EU member states with the largest volume of arms exports.

• Companies from these four countries coordinate 42 of the 62 projects (67.7%). France alone receives 26.4% of the funding allocated.

• Italian arms giant, Leonardo, the largest arms company in the EU, is the largest single recipient with €28.7 million. Other companies in the top five (including their subsidiaries across the EU), are Spanish company, Indra (€22.78 million), and French companies, Safran (€22.33 million), Thales (€18.64 million) and the trans-European company Airbus (€10.17 million).

• Almost half of EU member states receive less than 1% of the funding.

• These funding lines not only promote the R&D phases of the defence industry, but actively call for EU countries to then purchase the arms and related technologies, add them to their defence arsenal, or promote their export beyond Europe. The result will be highly sophisticated armies inside the EU and its enlargement as a global military power, as well as armed forces in those countries whose military capacity has been beefed up through European arms exports.

• The combined military sales of the eight largest beneficiaries of the EU budgets analysed came to over US$42 billion in 2020, confirming that the EDF primarily serves to subsidise Europe’s largest and most profitable arms companies.

The checks applied to approve the funding of novel lethal weaponry fall far short of even the most basic legal and ethical standards such that the equipment, if eventually deployed, may threaten to permanently shift the conduct of war.

• Our report focuses on projects related to four specific clusters of equipment: (1) disruptive defence and protection; (2) disruptive tools for defence; (3) non-disruptive defence tools; and (4) disruptive combat systems.
• At least 22 of the 34 projects aim to develop disruptive tools, which could be used in defence or in combat. The development or use of **unmanned systems is included in at least 12 of the 34 projects.** The use of **AI as a disruptive tool is part of at least six projects.** While the research and development of entirely autonomous lethal weapons is not yet permitted under EU budget lines, other automated weapons, autonomous systems and controversial technologies are being developed, and there are fears that this may eventually lead, perhaps unwittingly, to approving funding for weapons such as ‘killer robots’. These developments have taken place with no meaningful debate about the serious legal and ethical implications of deploying ‘smart’ weaponry.

• The EU’s legal and ethical risk assessment procedure mainly relies on **self-assessments by applicants** (mainly corporations) for EU funding. These assessments are effectively a **box-ticking exercise.** Responsibilities held by state parties under International Humanitarian Law (IHL) are being shifted to private third-party funding applicants which may lead to the **de facto deregulation of potentially one of the deadliest pools of money from Brussels.** Attempts by civil society to obtain further information on these procedures were inadequately addressed and information was deliberately withheld, raising serious concerns about transparency and democratic oversight.

• The kinds of technologies being funded **may lead to violations of EU and international law** once they become operational. Evidence shows that even when human beings are involved, those programming or operating technical equipment are far more likely to be predisposed to, or influenced by, automation bias and computer-generated knowledge rather than seeking out alternative verification. In the past this has led to armed forces mistakenly downing their own or allied fighter jets. The EU’s Ombudsman’s Office found it to be of concern ‘that there is no detailed assessment of the compliance of projects with international law’.

• Specific concerns are raised regarding novel guns based on laser and electromagnetic systems, AI systems, electronic devices and cyber response, unmanned systems, combat drones and target location, tracking and designation systems. In particular, it is unclear how ‘smart’ weaponry might accurately distinguish between civilians or armed combatants in situations of war.

The EDF and its precursor programmes explicitly aim to strengthening the ‘global competitiveness’ of the technological industrial base of European defence. There is a major disconnect between such technologies and their potential impact beyond the profits they will generate. They will inevitably **boost European arms exports and fuel the global arms race, which will in turn lead to more armed conflicts and wars, greater destruction, significant loss of life, and increased forced displacement.** As we emerge from a global pandemic, the need to reimagine what we mean by security and ask what makes people feel safe has never been more evident. Is it investment in armament, defence infrastructure and the military? Or is it through guaranteeing access to a functioning public health system, education and improving access to social services, responding to climate breakdown, and other global challenges? In allocating billions of euros to defence projects, the EU has made a political choice to prioritise already highly lucrative arms companies rather than citizens’ well-being. In doing so it is fuelling rather than stemming instability and the likelihood of conflict.
INTRODUCTION

In February 2022, the European Commission (EC) published a communication in which it warned that ‘the European Union faces increased global instability and geopolitical friction’ and that ‘a quantum leap in European defence is an integral and indispensable part of securing the Union and its citizens in the years and decades to come’. Its premise is that Europe must increase its ‘preparedness, capabilities and resilience’ and to do this it calls for greater cooperation and alignment with the highly lucrative, profit-driven, arms industry.

This communication is nothing new in itself, but further entrenches the EU’s established shift from its origins as a peace project to becoming a global military player. The logic of European leaders appears to be that security is best achieved through funding weaponry, which in turn fuels an arms race, and lays the groundwork for war. In recent years, the EU has created unprecedented budget lines to fund the research and development (R&D) of highly controversial military wares, among other aspects of its growing trend towards militarism. This shift is indicative of where the EU’s priorities lie and how it identifies as a political project. European institutions have failed to recognise that by bolstering military strength, they are in fact contributing to a growing sense of global instability, and rather than avoiding war, they could potentially provoke one. This report focuses on how the first EU budget lines for the creation of controversial military wares have shown highly problematic trends. It shows that decision-making at the highest European levels has been captured by the very arms industries that stand to reap massive financial returns from defence budgets that they are directly influential in creating. European public money is being used to fund the development of highly controversial armaments that rely on ‘smart’ technologies, despite the legal and ethical concerns regarding their deployment. Specifically, the report focuses on the eight largest beneficiaries of the precursor programmes to Europe’s Defence Fund (EDF), revealing that all are involved in controversial arms exports, five have faced allegations of being involved in significant corruption, and some are involved in the development, production, or manufacture of nuclear weapons. The European Defence Fund (2021–2027) has a budget that is 1250% higher than its precursor programmes combined, meaning that the research findings signal the direction the EU is likely to take in the coming years.

The opening chapter discusses how the EU embarked on the road of unprecedented funding for military and defence projects, marking a new point of departure for the Union. This policy shift did not take place in a vacuum or with no explanation. Arms trade lobbyists, far from being independent experts who are called upon to implement European defence strategies, are themselves actively invested in directly influencing EU decision-making at the highest levels. There is a direct causal relationship between greater lobbying by advocates of the arms trade in Brussels and the subsequent allocation of funding to arms companies to research and develop military wares. Specifically, this report analyses the Preparatory Action for Defence Research (PADR, 2017–2019) and the European Defence Industrial Development Programme (EDIDP, 2019–2020), which jointly granted almost €600 million for defence research and development. Although not all the information on how this funding was allocated has yet been published, the research shows that the funding has been granted to lucrative arms companies, arms research institutes, and arms lobbyists to develop controversial military and defence materiel. These findings are stark, not only in and of themselves, but because they signal what lies ahead. These programmes were precursors of the European Defence Fund (EDF), with an unprecedented budget of €8 billion.

The hypothesis is that this is merely the tip of the iceberg in terms of what is to come as Europe prepares to invest even more in militarism. By 2027, there are likely to be powerful alliances between some of the world’s most lucrative and influential arms players.
Corruption is rife within the arms trade. Chapter 2 shows that five of the arms companies – Leonardo, Safran, Thales, Airbus, and Saab – among the top eight beneficiaries of EU money have faced significant allegations of corruption in recent years. Despite these allegations being in the public domain, under the PADR and EDIDP budget lines the EU has to date allocated €89.92 million to these companies, although once the entire budget allocation has been published this is likely to be much higher. The EU claims to uphold the rule of law and the democratic process among its core values. However, in allocating funds to companies that have faced serious corruption allegations, been taken to court and, in some cases, been penalised as a result, the EU is falling short in its obligation to guarantee that no European public money is used to facilitate breaches of European and international law.

Chapter 3 details three case studies that exemplify how European defence funding is being used at the national level: France – a major arms producer and exporter; the Netherlands – a smaller country with a significant arms industry; and Ireland – a country with a history of neutrality and a strong tradition of peacebuilding, but which is showing signs of tilting towards Europe’s militarised policies.

Chapter 4 is a technical analysis of the projects that have been approved thus far employing a methodology that focuses on key words that featured in the funding calls and in the published information about the approved projects. The projects are categorised as (1) disruptive defence and protection projects, (2) disruptive tools for defence, (3) non-disruptive tools for defence, and (4) disruptive combat systems projects. Regardless of the categorisation, we found that all funded projects have the potential to provoke or contribute to massive destruction, devastation, and loss of life. The EU, as an institute prides itself as a promoter of peace, yet through the development of this weaponry, it is fuelling a new type of arms race that is characterised by ‘smart’ military wares, with numerous arms companies competing for funds.

Chapter 5 discusses the ethical and legal implications in EU spending being allocated to controversial defence technologies. It explores the EU’s obligations under International Humanitarian Law (IHL) specifically with regard to the development of new weapons and highlights how the EU is falling far short of fulfilling the most basic of standards. The checks in place in the EU application calls would appear to be more of a self-assessment – box-ticking exercise, rather than a rigorous effort to ensure that no European public money ends up funding the research and development of weaponry, whose use would contravene international law. There were serious gaps with regard to the information available and attempts by civil society to gather further details on the ethical checks were inadequately addressed, a cause for serious concern, according to the Ombudsman’s Office. This chapter focuses, in particular, on ‘smart’ weaponry and what its development means for future wars. Of note the EU’s AI Regulation, which is currently being developed, specifically exempts military equipment, meaning that such technology is, as yet, unregulated. The EU is ploughing ahead with the development of ‘smart’ weaponry, in the absence of legislation that might impede it from doing so in the future, without addressing the huge concerns surrounding the deployment of ‘smart’ weapons in war and armed conflict.
EUROPE MILITARISED

From corporate lobby to the European Defence Fund

By Mark Akkerman
The European Defence Fund (EDF) was designed to support the research and development (R&D) of new weapons systems and military technologies across the European Union (EU). It has an EU budget of €8 billion allocated under the current Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF), which will run from 2021 to 2027. In addition, EU member states are expected to contribute many billions more in co-financing initiatives. Although the EDF is unprecedented and sets the EU on a path of military expansion, it was preceded by two pilot programmes of limited duration and budget known as the Preparatory Action for Defence Research (PADR, 2017–2019) and the European Defence Industrial Development Programme (EDIDP, 2019–2020). This report examines the projects implemented under these two budget lines to give an idea of what can be expected under the EDF. By way of introduction, we first contextualise how the EU went from being a peace project to embarking on extensive militarisation.

The road to European defence spending

The establishment of the EDF, and its precursors PADR and EDIDP, are part of a broader EU aim to strengthen defence and internal cooperation, and to develop military capacity. This process formally began in November 2016 with a European Commission (EC) proposal that ultimately led to establishing the EDF. The proposal was presented as part of the European Defence Action Plan (EDAP), launched by Jean-Claude Juncker, then President of the European Commission, who stated that ‘if Europe does not take care of its own security, nobody else will do it for us. A strong, competitive and innovative defence industrial base is what will give us strategic autonomy’. The presentation of the EDAP was not unexpected, since there had already been discussions between key political players and lobbyists for arms companies that focused on persuading the EU to allocate funding for military research. A report entitled ‘Securing Profits’, published by the Belgian-based non-government organisation (NGO) Vredesactie, traces the origins of these discussions to 2010, when the AeroSpace and Defence Industries Association of Europe (ASD), the most important lobby organisation for the European arms industry, called for significant EU funding for research. In the following years, the view that the EU should allocate funding to defence initiatives became more institutionalised, culminating in the EC setting up the Group of Personalities on Defence Research (henceforth GoP) in 2015. Of the 16 GoP members, six represented arms companies, namely Airbus, BAE Systems, Indra, Leonardo, MBDA, and Saab, two represented arms research institutes, Fraunhofer and TNO, and one represented the arms industry lobby organisation, AeroSpace and Defence Industries Association of Europe (ASD). In other words, the GoP advising the EU on funding for defence research was predominantly made up of representatives of entities which stood to make massive profits directly from EU funding allocations. This presents a clear conflict of interest. Of note is the case of Fraunhofer – it was formally represented by its President, Reimund Neugebauer, but in practice much of the work in the Group was carried out by Klaus Thoma, a former director of one of the Fraunhofer Institutes and the former chair of the Fraunhofer Group for Defence and Security. While participating in the GoP, the European Parliament also contracted Thoma as an independent expert to conduct a study on the need for an EU Defence Research Programme. This study was later used as a major internal lobbying tool by pro-arms industry Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) to persuade their colleagues to approve the Preparatory Action on Defence Research (PADR). The final GoP report, published in February 2016, formed the basis for the eventual EC proposal to establish the EDF – which even copied and pasted entire sections directly from the report.
In other words, a report compiled largely by arms trade representatives in effect became the proposal that the EC would use to advocate for and allocate funding that would ultimately be granted to those same arms trade companies. The report itself uses quite alarmist language, particularly with regard to the perceived state of the European military industry and how this supposedly threatens European security, concluding that billions of euros should be allocated for R&D, with a large role for the industry in implementing it. The arms industry was hugely successful in lobbying for major funding through the EDF and its precursors. In addition, other requests made by the arms trade lobbyists were also granted, such as, contrary to common practice for EU-funded research, leaving the ownership of intellectual property rights solely with the research consortium participants instead of the principles of joint ownership (with the EU) and open access which normally apply, with some limitations, to EU funded research. A Commission document dated June 2017, with the launch of the EDF, states that the industry will form part of the coordination of the fund ‘as appropriate’. For research-specific funding, including PADR, the Commission assured industry stakeholders that they would be involved in the preparation and implementation of the programme.

It is common practice to establish formal advisory groups to advise the Commission on budget implementation, made up of private or public stakeholders. These groups are listed in a public register, which provides details of the group members and basic information on meetings held. Thus far however, no such advisory group has been established to monitor the implementation of PARD and EDIDP funding. In the absence of a formal advisory group, correspondence between the EC and budget beneficiaries remains largely informal. This makes the watchdog role played by civil society groups much more cumbersome. They are forced to submit freedom of information requests, which are lengthy and time-consuming procedures that rarely lead to an adequate disclosure information. This sets a dangerous precedent with regard at transparency and democratic oversight of the EU’s first military budget line.

EU institutions also welcomed the input from the arms industry in other ways. The ASD Secretary-General, Jan Pie, briefed the European Parliament’s Committee on Industry, Research and Energy in January 2018 on the EDIDP proposal, stressing that ‘[t]he industry is confident that a structured dialogue with the European Institutions will ensure the successful implementation of this important initiative’. In 2019, at a high-level conference on the EDF organised by the Council of the EU, then ASD president Trappier was invited as a keynote speaker. He thanked the European Commission because, for the first time, ‘EU money has been mobilised, to support the defence sector’. The process leading to the establishment of the EDF and its precursors resembles the earlier military and security industry lobbying for funding for security-related research. While military research had been excluded from EU funding before 2017, the military and security industry found their niche in the ‘security’ aspect of the seven-year Framework Programmes (the EU programmes for funding research), with annual funding of hundreds of millions of euros. The security research programme was set up on the advice of another ‘Group of Personalities’ which was also dominated by arms industry representatives.

Indeed, in a report on the allocation of funding for security research, Statewatch and the Transnational Institute found that many of the same companies and research institutes that were among the largest beneficiaries of PADR and EDIDP funding, (Airbus, Fraunhofer, Leonardo, Thales and TNO) were also in the top 15 recipients of security research funding until December 2016, just before the start of PADR.
Campaigning against military-driven research and innovation funding

During the political discussions regarding the EDF, the European Network Against Arms Trade (ENAAT) and its member organisations actively campaigned against it at the national and European level. The objections ENAAT raised against EU defence spending are as relevant today as they were in 2016, when the campaign got underway, namely that:

- it contributes to a worrying shift of the EU mission from a civilian peace project to a military-led one;
- the decision-making process is too heavily influenced by the arms industry lobbyists and is neither transparent nor democratic;
- the European Parliament and the Council are asked to vote for a blank cheque;
- it could set unprecedented grants conditions for the arms industry which does not respect the right of public interest;
- it diverts part of the EU budget from other priorities which are much more relevant for people’s well-being, such as health care, education, and other social questions;
- EU member states are not ready or willing to serve the common interest in defence matters;
- it will not contribute to more security, but rather represents the wasting of public money on boosting industry profits while doing nothing to make society safer in terms of human security.

ENAAT also warned that the funding could fuel the global arms race and contribute to the development of controversial arms and technologies. While the R&D of autonomous lethal weapons with no meaningful human control (such as ‘killer robots’) is not (yet) permitted under EDF funding criteria, other automated weapons, autonomous systems and controversial technologies are. The European Commission, for example, foresees an important role for the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI)-related technologies in military research.

Finally, ENAAT noted that the EDF and its predecessors signal ‘a shift towards technological and military “answers” to political and societal challenges – profiting the industry, not citizens’. This is part of a broader trend to frame questions, such as migration, climate change and the COVID-19 pandemic, as security problems that therefore require a securitised solution. This narrative, which is driven by military and security industry lobbyists, eventually leads to militarisation. Apart from the direct consequence of deploying ever more arms to militarise society, money that could and should be used to bring about real, durable political and social solutions to important issues of our time is instead being allocated to the defence industry.
The funding programmes explained:

The Preparatory Action for Defence Research (PADR) and the European Defence Industrial Development Programme (EDIDP) as precursors to the European Defence Fund (EDF)\textsuperscript{28}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budget Line</th>
<th>Preparatory Action for Defence Research (PADR)</th>
<th>European Defence Industrial Development Programme (EDIDP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years</strong></td>
<td>2017–2019</td>
<td>2019–2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Budget</strong></td>
<td>€90 million</td>
<td>€500 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Projects</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed By</strong></td>
<td>European Defence Agency (EDA)</td>
<td>European Commission (DG Defence Industry and Space), with the exception of the two directly awarded projects, which are managed by the Organisation Conjointe de Coopération en matière d’Armement (OCCAR – Organisation for Joint Armament Cooperation).\textsuperscript{30}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Objective:**

- The Preparatory Action on Defence Research is a concrete step aimed at assessing and demonstrating the added-value of EU supported defence research and technology (R&T). The relevant results are expected to further deepen European defence cooperation, addressing capability shortfalls, and to strengthen European defence stakeholders.\textsuperscript{29}

**Objectives:**

- To foster competitiveness, efficiency and innovation capacity of the defence industry, and to contribute to the Union’s strategic autonomy;
- To support and leverage the cooperation, including across borders. This cooperation shall be in line with defence capability priorities agreed by MSs [Member States];
- To foster better exploitation of the results of defence research supporting the competitiveness of the European defence industry.\textsuperscript{31}

**Regarding the breakdown of projects funded under these two budget lines:**

- Of the 18 projects funded under PADR, there is no published data regarding the participants for five of them.
- Of the 44 projects funded under the EDIDP 2020 Call (awarded in 2021), no data regarding the participants has been published for 26 of these projects, or on the two directly awarded projects.

The remaining 29 projects, on which information has been published, represent €280.92 million, or 48.7% of the total funding.

This report focuses on these 29 projects; exact figures refer to the part of the funding for which we have obtained all the available information on the breakdown of participants.\textsuperscript{32, 33} These figures are likely to change once all the information is published.
The EDF has two ‘windows’: research (€2.7 billion) and capability development (€5.3 billion). Its precursors had a similar focus, with PADR focused on research and EDIDP on capability development, which is the phase following research where actual products or technologies are developed (or existing ones are upgraded) (see Table 1).

Of particular concern is the question of co-funding from EU member states. ‘Member States, as end-users of defence equipment, have a central role in the implementation of the PADR, the EDIDP and the future EDF. EDIDP and EDF development projects are linked to Member States equipment/armament programmes. Furthermore, important co-funding from Member States is required as well as the intention of Member States to commonly acquire the developed product or technology.’ In a nutshell, the EU is actively encouraging member states, through its defence funding initiatives, to arm themselves and increase their military strength.

The EU’s call for member states both to fund research and subsequently purchase the final product responds to a frequent complaint from the arms industry about the gap between funding for R&D and the purchase of the final product. In other words, these funding lines not only promote the R&D phases of the defence industry, but actively call for EU countries to then purchase the arms and related technologies.

For funding under the EDF capability budget, it is foreseen that various groups of member states co-finance projects that are linked to their own equipment and arms programmes. In the context of coherence with other EU military initiatives, funding for projects connected to PESCO (Permanent Structured Cooperation – a framework to deepen cooperation on defence and capability development between member states) is also given priority. Of the 44 projects funded under EDIDP, 24 appear to overlap with PESCO.

According to a study presented to the European Parliament, PADR and EDIDP funding applicants are generally positive about the programmes. In addition to potentially receiving funds, the requirement for consortia-led applications enables applicants to expand their professional networks at the European level. The study notes, however, that ‘the very short deadlines of the calls for projects have made it quasi-impossible for new entrants to the defence market to participate in consortia in the absence of previous partnerships with one or several participants to the consortia’. This means that the funding favours already established companies with good networks that already dominate and control the market and thus serve primarily as a subsidy instrument for large arms companies. While all forms of arms production is problematic, it is particularly disturbing that so much European public money is being used to prop up, maintain and subsidise the biggest arms dealers in one of the most profitably industries in the world.

While discussing the application criteria for PADR, EDIDP and EDF funding, EU member states with no major arms companies created provisions to include small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The ASD was less favourable to this idea, stating that large companies ‘often have essential specialist defence skills, facilities and capabilities that most SMEs simply cannot sustain’ and thus are better suited to attain the objective of being more competitive. The message from arms trade lobbyists is clear – the EU and its member states should prioritise large arms companies. It would appear that the motives are more to do with markets, domination and profitability than providing the wherewithal for security or making people safe.
The PADR- and EDIDP-funded projects explained

The projects funded under PADR and EDIDP are based on calls, determined by the European Commission in the annual working programmes, which set priorities for military cooperation and capability development. One call may encompass several projects. For example, calls for PADR and EDIDP have included making funding available for unmanned systems, disruptive technologies, surveillance, air and ground combat capabilities, navigation, cybersecurity, underwater control, AI and situational awareness.

With the exception of the Ocean Cooperation for European Maritime Awareness39 (OCEAN2020) consortium, which obtained about 40% of the total PADR budget, all the projects with the largest EU contributions are funded under EDIDP, as shown in Table 1. The Italian arms company Leonardo coordinates three of the ten largest projects.40

### Table 1: Top ten EU-funded projects under PADR and EDIDP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects with largest EU contributions – PADR and EDIDP41</th>
<th>EU contribution</th>
<th>Project coordinator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>EDIDP</td>
<td>Project coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. MALE RPAS</td>
<td>Development of European Medium-Altitude Long-Endurance Remotely Piloted Air System</td>
<td>€ 98,115,022.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. GEODE</td>
<td>Galileo for EU Defence42</td>
<td>€ 43,974,166.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. OCEAN2020</td>
<td>Open Cooperation for European maritime awareness</td>
<td>€ 35,480,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ESSOR</td>
<td>Interoperable communication activities for waveforms at tactical level compliant with European Secure Software defined Radio (ESSOR) and Software Communication Architecture (SCA) software defined radio platforms</td>
<td>€ 34,655,931.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. iMUGS</td>
<td>Integrated Modular Unmanned Ground System</td>
<td>€ 30,600,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. EUDAAS</td>
<td>European Detect and Avoid (DAA) function based on new sensors and processing for RPAS integration into air-traffic management</td>
<td>€ 21,197,536.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. ESC2</td>
<td>European Command and Control (C2) system from strategic to tactical level</td>
<td>€ 20,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. SEA Defence</td>
<td>Survivability, Electrification, Automation, Detectability, Enabling Foresight of European Naval Capabilities in Extreme Conditions</td>
<td>€ 14,290,676.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. JEY-CUAS</td>
<td>Joint European system for Countering Unmanned Aerial Systems</td>
<td>€ 13,000,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. USSPS</td>
<td>Development of Unmanned Semi-fixed Sea Platforms for Maritime Surveillance</td>
<td>€ 12,796,545.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The EDIDP regulations allow it to award funding directly to a consortium if there are no other competitive consortia for major capability development projects of ‘high strategic importance’. According to the EC this is the case for the MALE RPAS (development of a European drone) and ESSOR (development of an interoperable, secure defence communications system) projects.43
Companies

The funding for the 62 projects under PADR and EDIDP was allocated to 428 companies, research institutes and public institutions. To be eligible, a consortium has to comprise at least three entities from three EU member states. While there are projects with only three participants, such as ALTISS (Autonomous Light Intelligence & Surveillance System), others have many more, such as JEY-CUAS (Joint European System for Countering Unmanned Aerial Systems), with 38 participants from 14 member states, and OCEAN 2020, which has 42 participants from 15 member states.

As Table 2 shows, the Italian company Leonardo, the largest arms company in the EU, has received the greatest volume of PADR and EDIDP funding. Other companies in the top 10 include large military companies such as Indra, Safran, Thales and Saab.

Table 2. Top 10 recipients of PADR and EDIDP funding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Funding (mln €)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leonardo</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>23.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indra</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>22.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safran</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>22.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales SIX</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>8.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saab</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>8.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hensoldt</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>8.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraunhofer</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>8.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milrem</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>5.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMV</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diehl</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to have a clear picture of which companies actually receive the funding we need to look deeper. Many large arms companies include a range of companies, subsidiaries and joint ventures in various countries (see Table 3). Taking this into account and adding up the total funding received through various entities (partly) belonging to the same company, the overall picture shifts even more towards the large arms companies. In particular Leonardo, Thales and Airbus receive more funding than might appear at first sight.
Table 3 Total funding for main and subsidiary companies receiving EU defence funding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Country (headquarters)</th>
<th>Funding (mln €)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Leonardo</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>28.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Indra</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>22.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Safran</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>22.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Thales</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>18.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Airbus</td>
<td>France, Germany, Spain</td>
<td>10.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Saab</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>10.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Hensoldt</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>8.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Fraunhofer</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>8.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 KMW+Nexter Defense Systems</td>
<td>France, Germany</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 GMV</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>6.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Intracom</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Milrem</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>5.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Diehl</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 TNO</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>4.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Bittium</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Companies in italics were part of the Group of Personalities

All the companies participating in the GoP combined received over €86 million, or 30.7% of the allocated funds, and the 15 largest beneficiaries got over 59% of the funding. So, while the European Commission has claimed that ‘EDIDP is a programme for all Member States and for companies of all size’, with ‘specific provisions to incentivise the participation of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) and mid-caps throughout the Union’, in reality most of the funding goes to the large arms companies, including those that have lobbied the hardest for the establishment of funding instruments for military research and innovation.

As explained above, this information refers to 29 of the 62 projects that received funding, or just under half of the total awarded under PADR and EDIDP. The projects for which no breakdown of the funding to participating entities is available show that many of the companies in the top 15 are also involved in these projects. This includes the MALE RPAS project, which has received by far the greatest amount (€98.1 million, or 17% of the total). The consortium for this project includes Airbus, Leonardo and Dassault Aviation. The other project that was directly awarded, ESSOR (the fourth largest overall with €34.7 million funding) is coordinated by Leonardo, and also includes Indra, Thales and Bittium.

A deeper look at the eight largest beneficiaries of the funding shows that most are involved in highly controversial arms deals, including exports to countries engaged in war and armed conflict, governed by authoritarian regimes, where human rights abuses are rife, are involved in the development, production or maintenance of nuclear weapons, or are frequently alleged to be corrupt. With the exception of the research institute Fraunhofer, all of the biggest players mentioned are among the world’s 100 largest arms-producing companies. Their combined sales in military business in 2020 were over $42 billion, underscoring the analysis of Vredesactie at the start of PADR that ‘the fund is an industrial stimulus fund for the major European arms-multinationals, located in only a few European countries’.
Profiles of eight largest beneficiaries PADR and EDIDP funding

1

**Leonardo**

**RANKING AMONG TOP 100 ARMS-PRODUCING COMPANIES (2020):** 13

**DEFENCE REVENUE (2020):** US$11.173 billion

**TOTAL REVENUE (2020):** €13.410 billion

**NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (2020):** 49,882

**PROFILE:** Leonardo, formerly known as Finmeccanica, is the largest arms-producing company in the EU. The Italian state owns 30.2% of its shares. Its CEO, Alessandro Profumo, is also currently president of ASD. Leonardo has a broad military portfolio, including helicopters, aircraft, artillery, armoured vehicles, underwater systems, cybersecurity and defence electronics. The company owns 37.5% of the missile manufacturer, MBDA.

**HEADQUARTERS:** Rome, Italy

**CEO:** Alessandro Profumo

**BRUSSELS LOBBY BUDGET (2020):** €300,000 – €399,999

**NUMBER OF MEETINGS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION:** 47

**CONTRroversial ARMS-EXPORT DESTINATIONS (2016–2021):** Bahrain, Cameroon, Colombia, Egypt, India, Israel, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, UAE, Venezuela

2

**Indra** (Indra Sistemas)

**RANKING AMONG TOP 100 ARMS-PRODUCING COMPANIES (2020):** 100

**DEFENCE REVENUE (2020):** US$0.594 billion

**TOTAL REVENUE (2020):** €3,043 billion

**NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (2020):** 48,659

**PROFILE:** Indra, an IT and consultancy company, produces military and communications software, radar and IT systems, for example for air surveillance, electronic combat and cyber-defence. The Spanish state owns 18.7% of Indra.

**HEADQUARTERS:** Madrid, Spain

**CEO:** Cristina Ruiz, Ignacio Mataix

**BRUSSELS LOBBY BUDGET (2020):** €900,000–€999,999

**NUMBER OF MEETINGS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION:** 17

**CONTRIVERSIAL ARMS-EXPORT DESTINATIONS (2016–2021):** Azerbaijan, Colombia, India, Turkey

3

**Safran**

**RANKING AMONG TOP 100 ARMS-PRODUCING COMPANIES (2020):** 26

**DEFENCE REVENUE (2020):** US$4.707 billion

**TOTAL REVENUE (2020):** €16,498 billion

**NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (2020):** 78,892

**PROFILE:** Safran, a result of the merger of Snecma and Sagem in 2005, produces engines for aircraft and missiles, landing gear, optronics, drones, avionics and electronic systems for the military market. The French state owns 11.2% of Safran.

**HEADQUARTERS:** Paris, France

**CEO:** Olivier Andriès

**BRUSSELS LOBBY BUDGET (2020):** €300,000–€399,999

**NUMBER OF MEETINGS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION:** 15

**CONTRIVERSIAL ARMS-EXPORT DESTINATIONS (2016–2021):** Egypt, India, Turkey
THALES

RANKING AMONG TOP 100 ARMS-PRODUCING COMPANIES (2020): 16

DEFENCE REVENUE (2020): US$9,228 billion

TOTAL REVENUE (2020): €16,989 billion

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (2020): 80,500

PROFILE: Thales is the third largest arms-producing company in the EU. It produces a wide range of arms and military technology, including radar, drones, weapons systems, rifles, command, control and communication systems, armoured vehicles and tactical radios. The French state owns 25.7% of Thales.

HEADQUARTERS: Paris, France
CEO: Patrice Caine
BRUSSELS LOBBY BUDGET (2020): €300,000–€399,999
NUMBER OF MEETINGS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION: 28
CONTROVERSIAL ARMS-EXPORT DESTINATIONS (2016–2021): Egypt, India, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, UAE

AIRBUS

RANKING AMONG TOP 100 ARMS-PRODUCING COMPANIES (2020): 12

DEFENCE REVENUE (2020): US$12,004 billion

TOTAL REVENUE (2020): €49,912 billion

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (2020): 131,349

PROFILE: Airbus, formerly known as EADS (European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company), is the result of a merger of several French, German and Spanish aerospace companies. Airbus is partially owned by the states of France (10.9%), Germany (10.9%) and Spain (4.11%). The company produces a wide range of arms and military technologies, including helicopters, drones, avionics, electronic military systems, radars, sensors and satellites. Airbus owns 37.5% of the missile manufacturer MBDA.

HEADQUARTERS: Leiden, the Netherlands (official); Blagnac, France (corporate)
CEO: Guillaume Faury
BRUSSELS LOBBY BUDGET (2020): €1,250,000–€1,499,999
NUMBER OF MEETINGS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION: 222
CONTROVERSIAL ARMS-EXPORT DESTINATIONS (2016–2021): China, Egypt, India, Libya, Mali, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, UAE

SAAB

RANKING AMONG TOP 100 ARMS-PRODUCING COMPANIES (2020): 36

DEFENCE REVENUE (2020): US$3,385 billion

TOTAL REVENUE (2020): SEK 35,431 billion (about €3.85 billion)

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (2020): 17,822

PROFILE: Saab is Sweden’s largest arms company. It produces aircraft, drones, vessels, missiles and naval communications, combat management and radar systems.

HEADQUARTERS: Stockholm, Sweden
CEO: Micael Johansson
Brussels lobby budget (2018): €200,000–€299,999
NUMBER OF MEETINGS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION: 16
CONTROVERSIAL ARMS-EXPORT DESTINATIONS (2016–2021): India, Pakistan, Philippines, UAE
HENSOLDT

RANKING AMONG TOP 100 ARMS-PRODUCING COMPANIES (2020): 64

DEFENCE REVENUE (2020): $1,378 billion

TOTAL REVENUE: €1,207 billion

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (2020): 5,227

HEADQUARTERS: Taufkirchen, Germany

CEO: Thomas Müller

BRUSSELS LOBBY BUDGET (2020): €500,000–€599,999

NUMBER OF MEETINGS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION: 3

PROFILE: Hensoldt is a German military company. It was originally active in the electronics and border security business units of Airbus, which were sold in early 2017 to the US private equity firm KKR & Co for about €1.1 billion. The German state owns 25.1% of the company. Hensoldt produces radar systems, optronics and avionics for the military market.

CONTROVERSIAL ARMS-EXPORT DESTINATIONS (2016–2021): India, Philippines, Turkey

FRAUNHOFER

TOTAL REVENUE (2020): €2,823 billion

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (2020): 29,069

HEADQUARTERS: Munich, Germany

PRESIDENT: Reimund Neugebauer

BRUSSELS LOBBY BUDGET (2019): €400,000–€499,999

NUMBER OF MEETINGS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION: 24

PROFILE: The German research organisation Fraunhofer is not an arms company, but has a broad R&D portfolio, with a ‘focus on developing key technologies that are vital for the future and enabling the commercial exploitation of this work by business and industry’.

CASE STUDY ONE: YEMEN WAR

Since the war in Yemen began in 2015 much of the debate regarding EU arms exports has centred on that country. Peace activists and human rights groups have called for an EU arms embargo on Saudi Arabia, which has led the military intervention in Yemen, and other involved parties, such as the UAE and Egypt. The European Parliament has also called for an arms embargo on several occasions, but decisions about such matters can only be taken by the member states in the Council and not at parliamentary level. After the enforced disappearance and murder of the Saudi journalist, Jamal Kashoggi, in October 2018, inside the Saudi embassy in Turkey, several member states finally placed restrictions on arms exports to Saudi Arabia, including Germany, Italy and Sweden.111

Even so, most of the companies profiled above have supplied arms to one or more of the warring parties, which have been deployed in the war, such as Eurofighter Typhoon fighter jets manufactured by a consortium including Airbus and Leonardo. These planes are equipped with missiles from MBDA, which is co-owned by the same companies, and targeting devices supplied by Thales.112 The continuing war did not prevent a deal between Saab and the UAE for the delivery of two Erieye Airborne Early Warning and Control systems, or a new cooperation agreement between Hensoldt and Saudi Arabia’s Intra Defence Technologies for the development of airborne surveillance and targeting systems.113

Yemen is not the only country of concern in the region. Turkey, with its authoritarian and repressive government, attacks on the Kurdish population, tensions with neighbouring countries and involvement in the wars in Yemen and Libya, is also a client for most of the companies.114

The examples of Yemen and Turkey, where European manufactured weapons have continued to pour in to these volatile environments in recent years serve as a reminder that military equipment funded by the EU does not bring about stability or safety, it only further fuels war, destruction and displacement, and props up authoritarian regimes.
CASE STUDY TWO: NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Many of the arms companies in receipt of European funding are also involved in the production of nuclear weapons. While Europe may not be directly funding the creation of a nuclear arsenal, it is most definitely funding companies trading in nuclear armament.

Biological and chemical weapons have long been outlawed and the entry into force of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in January 2021 added nuclear weapons to this list of banned weapons. In reality though, none of the nuclear states, including NATO members, is yet a signatory, of the nuclear treaty rendering the ban ineffective until they are.115 Nevertheless, corporate involvement in working on nuclear weapons is increasingly unacceptable, and a growing number of (major) financial institutions has excluded or restricted investments in nuclear weapons companies.116 Nonetheless, four of the eight largest beneficiaries of PADR and EDIDP funding – Airbus, Leonardo, Safran and Thales – are involved in the development, production and/or maintenance of nuclear weapons. For instance, all are directly, or via subsidiaries or joint ventures, working on the maintenance and/or renewal of French nuclear weapons.117 Like other nuclear powers, France is modernising its nuclear arsenal, the core of which is the development and commissioning of new types of weapons, which, for example, due to a smaller explosive charge or a more precise operating system, are seen as having a more practical use in warfare.118 This feeds the illusion that a more reduced, lower-intensity type of nuclear warfare could be envisaged and could or should be explored as a way to incorporate nuclear weapons into conventional war. This significantly lowers the threshold for their deployment and flies in the face of the 2021 Treaty.

The involvement of many of the largest beneficiaries of the PADR and EDIDP funding in arms exports to controversial destinations and in work related to nuclear weapons should raise questions about who and what the EU is actually financing, especially since one of the main objectives of these funds, and of the EDF, is to strengthen the competitiveness of the EU arms industry and hence to stimulate arms exports.

Joint ventures and subsidiaries

According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), ‘arms companies have a presence that reaches far beyond the countries in which they are headquartered’. Large arms companies often have a complex network of companies, subsidiaries and joint ventures, located in many countries, making it increasingly difficult to monitor their actions. SIPRI found that Europe hosts the highest number of single entities that make up the world’s 15 largest arms companies and that ‘this largely derives from the consolidation of the arms industry in Europe in the late 1990s and early 2000s. Although this led to a reduction in the number of major European arms companies overall, it often meant that the resulting companies had a higher number of entities in other countries than they did before the process of consolidation’.
SIPRI’s observations are especially true for the three largest EU arms companies Leonardo, Airbus and Thales. SIPRI found that Leonardo has 59 foreign entities in 21 countries, including Italy and eight other European countries. Airbus has 41 foreign entities in 24 countries, including Germany, France and Spain, and seven other European nations. Thales tops the list with 67 foreign entities in 24 countries, including France and 11 other European countries. These three arms giants also co-own other companies and have started joint ventures. MBDA, which is a large arms company in its own right, for example, is jointly owned by Airbus (37.5%), Leonardo (37.5%) and British BAE Systems (25%).

The list of companies funded under PADR and EDIDP contains not only many entities of Airbus, Leonardo and Thales in various countries, but also several subsidiaries and joint ventures. Table 4 provides an overview based on a threshold of at least 25% ownership. This reflects the findings of SIPRI and shows that the major arms companies have a much bigger share of EU funding than is initially apparent.

Table 4: Major European arms-producing companies, joint ventures and subsidiaries
Participations in EU funded projects

**AIRBUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Own entities</th>
<th>Joint ventures and subsidiaries (% of ownership)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airbus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbus Cybersecurity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbus Defence and Space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany / France / Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbus Helicopters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airanegroup (50%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBDA (37.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Germany / Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elettronica (31.33%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEONARDO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Own entities</th>
<th>Joint ventures and subsidiaries (% of ownership)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leonardo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avio (28%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Geos (54%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larimart (60%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBDA (37.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Germany / Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telespazio (67%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Germany / Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales Alenia Space (33%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THALES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Own entities</th>
<th>Joint ventures and subsidiaries (% of ownership)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales AVS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales Denmark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales DMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales Hellas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales LAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales SIX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naval Group (35%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium / France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telespazio (33%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Germany / Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales Alenia Space (67%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mergers and acquisitions, and companies buying stakes in other companies, happen frequently. In 2021, for example, Leonardo announced it will buy a 25.1% stake in Hensoldt.122
Possible impact on arms exports

Like the EDF, its predecessors PADR and EDIDP are promoted as a means to build the EU's strategic autonomy. In other words, an EU that is a powerful military force in its own right, that is less dependent on the US military and with a greater role in NATO. Thierry Breton, European Commissioner for the defence industry, said: ‘A more integrated, innovative and competitive European defence technological and industrial base is essential for a stronger, more resilient and strategically autonomous Europe’.

This view has very worrying and far-reaching consequences for the EU's policy on arms exports. "Without exporting arms there will not be a European defence industry", said the French MEP Nathalie Loiseau, who chaired the Subcommittee on Security and Defence of the European Parliament in 2019. This echoes the advisory report on EU funding for military research of the ‘Group of Personalities’ on defence research set up by the European Commission. The GoP stated that ‘domestic demand coupled with export success is essential in order for Europe to retain viable and globally competitive defence industrial players’ and ‘from an industrial viewpoint, access to international markets is a necessity, but not only as a means to compensate for a declining domestic market: export growth significantly contributes to sustaining the critical mass of European defence companies and highlights the competitiveness, capability, performance and reliability of European export products’. In this context ‘new cooperative programmes at the European level would [...] generate new export opportunities, providing both access to and leverage in international markets’.

Like much of the GoP’s input, the EU adopted this view in establishing the EDF. In the European Defence Action Plan of November 2016 the EC, which announced plans to launch the EDF, said that the European military industry needs support ‘to retain key skills and acquire new ones to be able to deliver high-tech defence products and services to meet security needs and compete in a global market long into the future’. In the regulation establishing the EDIDP one of the listed objectives is ‘supporting the competitiveness of the European defence industry on the internal market and the global marketplace’.

In line with this, the Commission proposal for the EDF regulation stipulated that it ‘is intended as an instrument to foster the competitiveness and innovativeness of the European defence technological and industrial base thereby contributing to the EU’s strategic autonomy’, while Article 3 of the regulation states that ‘the general objective of the Fund is to foster the competitiveness, efficiency and innovation capacity of the European defence industry [...]’.

According to the EU, strategic autonomy depends on having a strong European military industrial base, but since this cannot depend solely on the European market, it needs to engage in arms exports. This logic inevitably leads to promoting and supporting arms exports, alongside direct funding for R&D of new arms and technologies under PADR, EDIDP and the EDF. With arms exports being supported at the top, and EU policies designed to further expand and bolster the arms trade markets and profit, it would be foolish to expect the same leaders to make any meaningful moves towards curbing or restricting regulations on arms exports. The current system actively promotes arms exports, irrespective of how problematic these may be. European political leaders know this but to date have done nothing to shift course, quite the reverse. Regardless of the devastating impact that arms exports have on societies in arms-importing countries, the EU is determined to advance its militarised agenda at all costs.
It is too early to tell which arms exports will eventually result from PADR and EDIDP funding. Many are still in the initial R&D phase and it will take time before any products are finalised. However, it is clear that the element of EU industrial competitiveness and increasing arms exports is central. The launch of the GEODE project, for example, was accompanied by a press release by the project coordinator FDC (France), which stated that ‘GEODE will boost the EU industry competitiveness in the highly strategic domain of military positioning, timing and synchronisation’ noting that the ‘project will [...] create business opportunities for the EU industry in the field of military application of satellite navigation’. Based on its participation in several EDIDP projects, Indra proudly presented itself as ‘a driving force in the Spanish technological defence sector, strengthening its competitiveness on a global level in the defence market’. Likewise, Taavi Veskimägi, Chair of the Council of the Defence Industry Association (EDIA) in Estonia, said the participation of Estonian companies in EDIDP projects provides opportunities for more arms exports. Essentially, the funding is seen in terms of the lucrative profits the arms industry might make, and not the loss of life and devastation that will be the consequence of deploying these EU-funded weapons systems.

Since it is the large EU arms companies that most benefit from the research funding, and have already for some years been world leaders in exports, it is hard to see why they would need more support for exports, particularly at a time when European funding in areas such as health and education would likely contribute volumes towards bringing about actual human security and not the notion of militarised security as envisaged by the arms companies.

**Countries**

A study for the European Parliament noted that Europe’s military industry ‘is concentrated in a few countries and structured around national supply chains generally led by large companies’. This is mirrored in the list of main beneficiaries of the funding under PADR and EDIDP, which includes mainly large arms companies such as Airbus, Leonardo, Saab, Safran and Thales.

The division of the funding among EU member states follows the same concentration. Of the money granted, 68.4% goes to Germany, France, Italy and Spain – also the nations where the large companies are headquartered with the largest volume of arms exports. Companies from these four countries coordinate 42 of the 62 projects (67.7%). Almost half of the EU members each receive less than 1% of the funding, namely Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia (see Table 5).
Table 5: Division of projects funded across EU member states

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Participations</th>
<th>Coordinated projects</th>
<th>Allocated funding (€ mln)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>74.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>40.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>39.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Rep</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this chapter we discussed how, through the granting of unprecedented amounts of money to defence spending, Europe is making a very distinct shift from its foundation as a peace-based project to establishing itself as a globally relevant military and arms-exporting power. Arms lobbying companies and related corporations have been instrumental and highly influential in carving out this path for the EU. A pattern has emerged of institutionalising arms corporations in decision making processes at the highest levels of the EU. The allocated funds are facilitating and driving a new arms race on Europe’s watch, understood in terms of competitiveness, innovation and strategic autonomy, with a total disregard for the death, devastation and destruction that will follow from the deployment of such arms. It is, once again, the arms companies that will reap the benefits of Europe’s deadly defence and arms export policies with the real costs being borne out on the targeted populations. Put mildly, the reputation of these companies leaves a lot to be desired as we will see in the following chapter, which looks at corruption in the arms trade.
Allocation of PADR and EDIDP funding:

companies

- Leonardo: 10%
- Indra: 8%
- Safran: 8%
- Thales: 7%
- Airbus: 7%
- Saab: 4%
- Hensoldt: 4%
- Fraunhofer: 3%
- Others: 54%

Allocation of PADR and EDIDP funding:

countries

- France: 26%
- Italy: 14%
- Germany: 14%
- Spain: 14%
- Greece: 14%
- Sweden: 7%
- Estonia: 4%
- Belgium: 4%
- Others: 13%
CORRUPTION AND THE ARMS TRADE

By Andrew Feinstein and Alix Smidman
Of the eight largest beneficiaries highlighted in Chapter 1 – which account for 45.9% of the PADR and EDIDP funding allocated to date – five have had substantial corruption allegations levelled against them or their associated companies. Before getting into the specifics of the companies on which this report focuses, we first situate the findings within the broader debate on corruption and the arms trade.

International corruption is damaging to both purchasing and exporting countries alike, undermining democratic practice, the rule of law and socio-economic development. The particular features of the arms trade have led to it being uniquely and disproportionately corrupt. According to one estimate, it accounts for 40% of corruption worldwide although it represents only a relatively small share of international trade.\textsuperscript{136}

Aspects of the arms trade which allow it to facilitate corruption on such a huge scale include:

- government secrecy, justified on the basis of national security and commercial confidentiality
- the close connection between buyers, suppliers and brokers
- the highly technological and globalised nature of arms production, including the transport and financial networks which facilitate arms transfers, some of which are virtually impossible to trace
- procurement pressures
- the high financial rewards with few consequences.\textsuperscript{137}

The most common corrupt practices include bribery, the failure to declare a conflict of interest, the promise of employment, and the offer of preferential business access.\textsuperscript{138} Corruption in the arms trade results in military procurement being determined not on the basis of the most appropriate equipment but by who pays the biggest bribes. This leads to higher spending on military hardware, both as a share of gross domestic product (GDP) and total government spending, as well as the purchase of equipment that is inappropriate for a country's needs, and is a waste of public resources.\textsuperscript{139}

Although the defence sector is particularly prone to corruption as outlined above, there have been few effective investigations, prosecutions and convictions in relation to arms transfers. The same aspects which allow the trade to facilitate corruption also make it particularly difficult to prosecute. The number of criminal cases ending in conviction or even a fine, particularly with an admission of guilt, is very low, though often a plea agreement is accepted in lieu of an admission of guilt.\textsuperscript{140} Nevertheless, there is significant evidence in the public domain related to all of the allegations linked to the companies listed below, which at the very least suggests a significant risk of corruption. For these very reasons, investigations tend to be protracted, meaning that some of the corrupt behaviour outlined here stretches back over 20 years, but meaningful information related to the companies' behaviour has emerged only recently. Most of these case studies demonstrate a repeated and endemic pattern of corruption in the companies' international dealings and should at least raise serious questions about their suitability to receive EU funding.
Leonardo is the single biggest recipient of EU defence funding receiving €28.71 million thus far. Leonardo SpA, previously called Finmeccanica, and partly owned by the Italian state, has been embroiled in many corruption scandals around the world for many years involving Leonardo directly, as well as its subsidiaries. In the 2000s one of Leonardo’s key income streams was its helicopter division which until 1 January 2016, was considered a subsidiary of Leonardo, known as Anglo-Italian multinational, AgustaWestland. It formally merged into Leonardo in 2016. Corruption scandals linked to the company, often implicating senior management, have led to criminal and civil cases across multiple jurisdictions including Italy, India, Panama and South Korea. In April 2021, Leonardo bought a 25% stake in Hensoldt, which also receives substantial funding from PADR and EDIDP.

South Korea

In a typical rotating door move, Geoff Hoon, who was the UK defence secretary from 1999 to 2005 in Tony Blair’s Labour government, went on to become AgustaWestland’s Manager of International Business from 2011 to 2016. In 2013, the company, while under Hoon’s management, secured an order to sell eight Wildcat helicopters to the South Korean military. According to court documents from South Korea, AgustaWestland paid individuals with links to the South Korean military establishment to secure the deal. Furthermore, the documents show that Hoon employed a lobbyist for the sale, who was eventually convicted for illegal intermediation (paid lobbying) in 2016.

India VVIP Helicopters

On 8 February 2010, AgustaWestland signed a € 556 million contract to supply 12 AW101 helicopters to the Indian government. It emerged that the company had paid over €60 million to agents and intermediaries to secure the deal, a substantial portion of which was overseen by AgustaWestland’s UK headquarters. The company also paid one of these agents in relation to other procurements in India. India’s authorities alleged that the agent undertook no legitimate work on those additional contracts, which the agent contests.

The two most senior Finmeccanica employees to be accused of corruption in relation to the deal, Giuseppe Orsi and Bruno Spagnolini, were acquitted in a controversial Italian Supreme Court decision in 2019. Before the announcement that criminal charges were being brought against the two in 2014, AgustaWestland had entered into a settlement agreement with authorities in Milan, with a further settlement agreement entered into with one of AgustaWestland’s primary agents in the VVIP deal, Guido Haschke. Both settlements took the form of a patteggiamento, a legal formulation in Italy allowing an accused person or company to reach a financial settlement or a short prison sentence. This does not strictly constitute an admission of guilt, but the settlement must be approved by a judge who has a substantial belief that there is a case to answer. As a result, legal scholarship tends to consider patteggiamenti to be a de facto ruling of guilt, even if in the strictest of legal terms that is not the case.

While criminal prosecutions are now closed in Italy, this remains a live criminal investigation and prosecution in India. In September 2017, India’s Criminal Bureau of Investigation filed a fresh charge indicting various parties, including Finmeccanica/Leonardo, AgustaWestland Ltd, western agents, two Indian officials and a range of other Indian companies and individuals.
Panama

In late 2010 the Government of Panama signed contracts worth just over €180 million with three separate Finmeccanica subsidiaries to enhance the country's ability to tackle organised crime and drug trafficking. The Italian branch of AgustaWestland was contracted to supply six patrol helicopters; Selex Sistemi Integrati to supply a radar system to track vessels at sea; and Telespazio Argentina to develop a topographic mapping system. The most expensive part of the package, the US$ 90 million radar system, was reportedly ineffective in its main function of tracking small vessels. Allegations soon emerged that kickbacks were paid to the former President of Panama, facilitated by an Italian business person with close links to the former Prime Minister of Italy, Silvio Berlusconi.\textsuperscript{150}

The Supreme Court in Panama, after the case was brought forward by the government to cancel the radar contracts, placed it under provisional suspension. The Court concluded that 'there are credible indications that the formation of the disputed contract, there was a misuse of power, as it was done to obtain personal gains of an illicit nature and not for public interest'. Moreover, the Court appeared to suggest that all three of Finmeccanica's contracts with the Panamanian government were tainted in the same way. After the Supreme Court's ruling, the company came to a negotiated settlement with the Panamanian government in February 2016.\textsuperscript{151}

MBDA

MBDA was formed as a joint venture by a merger of the guided missile divisions of EADS (now Airbus), Finmeccanica (now Leonardo) and BAE Systems in December 2001.\textsuperscript{152}

Significant corruption concerns regarding Airbus and Leonardo are outlined in this section, while BAE has also been implicated in corruption scandals concerning vast sums paid in bribes in many countries – making a plea deal in both the US and UK in 2010 in relation to a wide range of corruption allegations. The company admitted to lesser charges of false accounting, paid a fine of US$400 million in the US and £500,000 in the UK, and agreed to make an ex gratia payment of £29.5 million towards development programmes in Tanzania.\textsuperscript{153}

2. Safran

Safran is the third largest recipient of EU defence spending receiving €22.33 million thus far. Safran, a French company part-owned by the state, was fined €500,000 in 2012 for paying bribes to Nigerian officials between 2000-2003, to secure a contract worth $214m to produce national ID cards.\textsuperscript{154} The conviction was overturned in 2015, with the Paris Court of Appeal declaring the offence of bribery was insufficiently grounded. The French Financial Prosecutor, in response stated that: "the rules on the criminal liability of legal persons are no longer appropriate for the way in which large international corporations operate." This reflected contemporary criticisms by the OECD of France's very low number of corporate prosecutions, particularly concerning French companies allegedly committing bribery abroad.\textsuperscript{155, 156} In fact the first court of first instance, while acquitting the two company officials on trial, found that they had "undeniably facilitated the corruption offence by acting on behalf of the company as part of a general, organised and coherent framework for paying commissions to intermediaries." The company was also fined 29 million euros in 2017 in relation to the sale of Mirage jets to Taiwan in 1992, which also implicated Thales and Dassault.\textsuperscript{157}
3. THALES

Thales is the fourth largest recipient of EU defence spending receiving €18.64 million thus far. Thales, previously known as Thomson CSF, has been heavily implicated in a number of corruption cases in many countries.

Both the French state and Thales were fined €630 million in 2011, of which Thales was liable for 27.5%. The fine was linked to Thales paying commissions to intermediaries to secure the sale of six navy frigates to the Taiwanese navy in 1991. A naval officer was found dead in 1993 when it is suspected that he was about to blow the whistle on influential figures who had allegedly benefited from Thales securing the deal.

In 2002, Thales' subsidiary DCNS, then DCN, paid a €114 million commission to a shell company owned by a close associate of Malaysia's former defence minister to secure the sale of two Scorpene submarines. DCNS also paid a Hong Kong company, owned by the same associate as well as his father, €39 million for a document alleged to describe the Malaysian military's specifications for the submarine purchase. Thales' Asia division was also implicated in paying bribes.

In a separate case to the one mentioned above, Thales was fined a further €64 million by Taiwan in 2017 in relation to the sale of Mirage jets in 1992.

DCNS was implicated in a scandal known as L'affaire Karachi. This involved paying massive commissions to secure the sale of three Agosta 90 Submarines in 1994. At the time when the deal was first agreed it was legal to pay bribes abroad to secure business. This changed in 2000 when France signed the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Bribery Convention. Two Franco-Lebanese business people were allegedly given commissions of 216 million francs (€33 million) in relation to the deal.

In the same year, DCNS used these business people as intermediaries for the sale of three frigates to Saudi Arabia, with each given €30.5 million to be paid to Saudi officials. Some of the money for commission payments in Pakistan and Saudi Arabia was channelled back to France in so-called 'retrocommissions', to fund the 1995 presidential election campaign of Edouard Balladur, the Prime Minister at the time.

There are also allegations that in relation to the VVIP Chopper Deal in India in 2016, Dassault Aviation and Thales paid an Indian business person €15 million to influence the signing of the deal. The same companies were implicated in AgustaWestland deal outlined above.

The company is also accused of paying former President of South Africa Jacob Zuma an annual sum of US$34,000 from 1999 onwards, in exchange for facilitating an arms contract and for protecting the company from an investigation into the deal. The contract was part of the multi-billion-rand Strategic Defence Procurement Package which was signed on 2 December 1999, from which Thales received ZAR2.6 billion. Thales is alleged to have paid a number of intermediaries to pay bribes in connection with the deal, and stands as a co-accused along with Zuma in an ongoing, high-profile corruption trial in South Africa.

In 2018, Yannos Papantoniou, the former defence minister of Greece, was jailed for accepting US$2.81 million in kickbacks, linked to a 2004 naval defence contract signed between Greek Shipyards and Thales Nederland BV. There were also allegations by a former Thales employee that the company maintained a ‘slush fund’ to bribe politically connected individuals, in order to secure a security contract for the Olympics that same year.
In 2020, the US department of Justice launched an investigation into whether a joint venture between Thales and Raytheon Systems had been making ‘improper payments’ to certain countries in the Middle East since 2014. This was launched in parallel to a SEC investigation into improper payments made either by the companies or entities acting on their behalf.171

4. AIRBUS

Airbus is the fifth largest recipient of EU defence spending receiving €10.17 million thus far.

In early 2020, Airbus was forced to agree to paying fines of nearly €3.7 billion to settle bribery charges, after a deferred prosecution agreement was reached with France, the UK and the US.172 The company was said to be paying large bribes since at least 2008, on an ‘endemic’ basis, to secure contracts in 20 countries,173 including Austria, Brazil, China, Ghana, Indonesia, Japan, Kuwait, Malaysia, Russia, Sri Lanka, Taiwan and Turkey. While aspects of the case were published, no names were revealed.

Significant information has emerged, however, on Airbus’ corruption in relation to the 2003 Austrian Eurofighter deal. In its settlement with the US Department of Justice, the company acknowledged that it had paid commissions of €55 million to 14 different individuals.174 However as is considered commonplace with many US agreed Deferred Prosecution Agreements (DPAs) concerning defence companies, the DPA stopped short of specifically confirming that the payments were intended as bribes.175 Investigations are still pending in Austria, which, despite the various settlements between Airbus and authorities around the world, continues to allege criminal bribery in the matter. In February 2020, Austrian prosecutors announced that they had widened the scale of their investigation into the Eurofighter purchase following additional information from a whistle-blower.176

In Germany, in an investigation concerning the same deal, the company opted to settle by paying a fine of US$99 million in 2018. Despite this, Airbus was allowed to continue to deny criminal guilt, while German prosecutors agreed not to allege further corruption.177 After this was announced Ghana also decided to probe Airbus’ conduct in the country, regarding accusations of bribery to secure the purchase of three military planes between 2009 and 2015, a matter which is ongoing.178

GPT Special Project Management

In April 2021, GPT, Airbus’s Saudi-based UK subsidiary, pleaded guilty in the UK to a corruption charge related to a government-to-government contract between the UK’s Ministry of Defence (MoD) and Saudi Arabia’s National Guard.179 GPT had been the MoD’s prime contractor on the communications project known as SANGCOM. GPT was ordered to pay £28 million, plus £2.2 million in costs, for offences which occurred between December 2008 and July 2010.180 The case was initiated after Lieutenant Colonel Ian Foxley in December 2010 came across a three-year email trail detailing the efforts of the company’s former Chief Financial Officer, Michael Paterson, to get potentially illegal payments investigated within Airbus. In late 2007, Paterson refused to authorise payments being made by GPT to subcontractors based in the Cayman Islands for what appeared to be non-existent services.181 There were also concerns about donations of luxury vehicles to key staff in the Saudi National Guard, plus the lease of a villa from a military general on unusual terms, prior to the signing of a new contract.182
5. Saab

Saab is the sixth largest recipient of EU defence spending receiving €10.07 million thus far.

South Africa

SAAB and BAE were jointly contracted to supply Gripen jets to South Africa in 1999. In 1998, BAE bought a 35% stake in the company. SANIP, a joint BAE-SAAB enterprise, entered into contracts with a consultancy company owned by Fana Hlongwane, who was an advisor to the defence minister at the time. The contract stipulated that Hlongwane's company would receive a bonus of ZAR22.5 million if the government honoured the 'third tranche' of weapons. The arms deliveries had been separated into three tranches to ensure that the country did not suffer adverse economic effects in relation to the deal. This 'bonus' was also dependent on BAE being awarded a particular level of credits for its industrial participation programme with the government, i.e. offsets. Further advantageous alterations to the deal were made subsequently, which saw Hlongwane paid ZAR72.9 million in 2004 and 2005, as a result of the South African government's decision to opt for the third tranche.

Czech Republic and Hungary

Both the Czech Republic and Hungary initiated tenders in 2000 to buy new fighter aircraft. Saab, again in a joint venture with BAE, looked to sell both countries the Gripen International. Eventually after a larger deal fell through, the Czech Republic signed a US$750 million deal in 2004 to lease 4 Gripens for ten years. Hungary, despite initially appearing to opt for the US F-16, also selected the Gripen. There are allegations that these decisions were influenced by commissions of at least €12.6 million paid to politicians in both countries via a network of intermediaries and shell companies operating in Central Europe. This includes Alfons Mensdorff-Pouilly, an Austrian count, who was also reportedly commissioned by BAE, Saab's marketing partner, to secure the Austrian tender for the Gripen.

The UK's Serious Fraud Office (SFO) began an investigation in 2004, as part of a wider probe related to BAE's dealings. In total, investigations were pursued in eight countries including the US. The SFO dropped charges against Mensdorff-Pouilly in February 2010, after BAE's plea deal in the US and UK. He was later charged in an Austrian court with money laundering, in connection with €12.6 million received in bribes, allegedly to influence the Gripen purchase in Hungary and the Czech Republic. He was acquitted in 2013, but convicted on a lesser charge of falsifying evidence. The judge emphasised that the 'whole thing stinks', but prosecutors struggled to prove who had received the bribes.

In conclusion, it is extremely troubling that defence companies whose activities have been besmirched by extensive and vigorous allegations of corruption are receiving money from the EU. It suggests that either the EU has no interest in fighting corruption, or it is oblivious to the mis-spending of defence funds in ways which undermine both the rule of law, the democratic process and public safety.
France is the largest single beneficiary of PADR and EDIDP, with 26.44% of the allocated budget, followed by Italy, Germany and Spain, which receive 14.38%, 14% and 13.72% respectively. France, with a €48 billion military budget in 2020, is the EU country most engaged in military operations and has been the largest European arms exporter over the past five years. The French government was therefore far keener on the EDF than more ‘frugal’ countries. When Finland, while holding the EU presidency, proposed to lower the EDF to €6 billion, French defence minister Florence Parly disagreed and called for respecting the initial €13 billion budget proposal: ‘more is needed, which is why France, Germany, Spain and Italy have written to the High Representative and the other defence ministers of the European Union: we need an ambitious EDF, and today more than ever’.

In general, France favours greater European cooperation, provided it serves its interests. This was recently illustrated by President Macron’s calls to EU allies after France lost a submarines contract that had already been signed with Australia. Four countries monopolise the EDF – France, Italy, Spain and Germany – and these are also the most involved in EU military missions. The Commissioner who is in charge of the space and defence industry since 2019 is French national Thierry Breton. This is despite a clear conflict of interest because his former company, Atos, stands to benefit from EU funds, including through programmes under his mandate. Thierry Breton maintains very strong national ties, both industrial and political, and has also gained such a degree of influence inside the European Commission that he is considered a de facto Vice-President.

Other EU officials confirm this strong French influence in the European defence policy sector: François Arbault is Director for Defence Industry at the European Commission, Anne Fort is the Defence Industry and Market Policy Head of Unit at the European Commission, Alain Alexis is an adviser for synergies space, defence and civil Industry at the European Commission, Hervé Bléjean is director-general of the EU military Staff at the European External Action Service (EEAS), and Charles Fries is Deputy Secretary General for Common Security and Defence Policy and Crisis Response at the EEAS. At the legislative level, French MEPs were Rapporteurs or shadow Rapporteurs in the decision-making processes about EU military funding.

The EDF precursor programmes largely benefit French companies. France is involved in 149 projects (21% of the total), and coordinates 16 out of 62 projects (25%). On the basis of the known provisional amounts, the companies most involved are Safran (€22 million), Thales (€13 million), and MBDA (€5 million). Other beneficiaries include civil institutions like French universities or elite graduate schools (Université de Limoges, CNRS, Ecole supérieure de physique et de chimie industrielles de la ville de Paris), as well as consultancy firms in the civilian area (Erdyn consultants or Ayming).

Beyond the industrial benefits, the R&D projects also serve French geopolitical interests. France has one of the largest maritime jurisdictions due to its colonial presence in remote territories in the Pacific and Indian Ocean. These are valuable to France in a context where offshore gas has been discovered off the coast of Yemen and in the East Africa rift. In 2019, France announced a military cooperation agreement with Ethiopia and the transfer of naval technology to Kenya; the establishment of a Franco-Indian patrol in the Mozambique Channel; and the construction of
This neo-colonialist strategy of securing economic interests with military and political decisions has long been supported by the EU, which since 2008 has allowed EU members to pool their efforts in naval defence through a military anti-piracy mission in the Gulf of Aden (initiated by France), and the EU strategy in the Gulf of Guinea (2014) – where France has a permanent naval presence. Another European military mission in the Indian Ocean region was recently launched in Mozambique, led by Portugal and France, and a new ‘coordinated maritime presence’ should be established in the Indo-Pacific region in early 2022, an area of particular interest for France – although several EU member states would prefer the EU to focus on areas closer to home.

This pooling of resources seems to be extended within the EDF, which brings together participants from European naval programmes (Italy, Spain or the Nordic countries) on the satellite surveillance research projects, such as Nemos and Padic (both EDIDP 2020 funded projects), which are seen as an essential investment for maritime monitoring and surveillance. Research on naval anti-mine drones, promoted by Naval Group and Thales, is also financed by the EDF. Thales owns shares in Naval Group and takes the lion’s share of the projects financed – the company is coordinating five projects. Some Naval Group subcontractors also benefit from the EDF such as Prolexia and Techlam in the field of maritime surveillance.

The EDF will almost certainly strengthen French policy in the Indian and Pacific Ocean areas: the race for offshore gas in Mozambique, Tanzania and Yemen, facing war and displacement; the destabilisation of Madagascar already ongoing, and pressures in New Caledonia where there is a strong independence movement. The EDF also funds Austrian companies Madritsch and Itec Ton Technik, subcontractors of the Australian Schiebel, which equips the French Navy and are likely to provide the drones in the Indian Ocean. The same drones were also sold within the 2013 contract to supply CMN patrol boats to Mozambique, intended for the surveillance of offshore gas exploitation. These powerful Schiebel drones make it easier for France and its allies like the United Arab Emirates (UAE) to ‘control’ the Mozambican maritime borders and ‘monitor’ the insurgency and population.

France will also take advantage of EU funding to fill the technological gap, particularly in the field of drones and robots, by associating its companies with those in other member states, which are more advanced in this field. These industrial partnerships are accompanied by closer military ties: Estonia and the Czech Republic joined the Takuba Force in 2020 and 2021 respectively, which brings together the special forces of several EU countries that are militarily involved in the Sahel.

The EDF also addresses other areas covered by France, such as electronics/communication in fighter jets with Thales DMS, research on high-precision artillery with Nexter and missiles technology with MBDA and Roxel. Most of these companies are involved in the arms exports used in Yemen, for instance.
IRELAND

How a ‘neutral’ nation is growing its defence industry spurred on by EU money

By Angela Hegarty

Ireland is a small EU member state with a long tradition of military neutrality and below-average GDP spending on defence, which has fallen from 0.81% in 1999222 to 0.3% in 2020.223 There has been significant criticism in Ireland of the underfunding of the defence forces, especially in relation to pay, conditions and accommodation. A Commission on the Defence Forces was established in December 2020 and a report was published in December 2021.224 Although the Defence Ministry has said that ‘Ireland [does] not have a defence industry’,225 a group that represents the sector in Ireland estimates that ‘there are approximately 548 foreign and domestic firms active in the Irish defence ecosystem with the defence sector supporting approximately 1,739 ICT jobs in Ireland’.226 In 2020 Ireland exported €42 million in defence goods, mainly to the US, including personal firearms, mining explosives, aircraft components, ground vehicles, electronics and computer software.227

Ireland and the EU’s Defence and Security Architecture

Ireland sees engagement with the EDF, its pilot programmes, and indeed the whole of the EU Defence and Security architecture, as an opportunity to beef up its capacity in security and defence through ‘access to research and information on developing and maintaining professional capabilities and research that we cannot self-generate’.228 Ireland regards the EDF as ‘essentially an internal market instrument made up of different public funding tools to promote research and development in military projects, as well as complementing national investments to incentivise collaboration in joint development, research and acquisition of new defence capabilities’.229

Applied Intelligence Analytics Limited, a developer of data analytics software, is currently the only Irish firm participating in PADR or EDIDP projects. It is part of a consortium of 15 organisations, drawn from Bulgaria, Cyprus, France, Greece, the Netherlands and Spain, working on the Development of Unmanned Semi-fixed Sea Platforms for Maritime Surveillance.230 The company has previously participated in two other EU-funded security/defence projects.231

The Irish government has signalled that it intends to expand its defence and security sector by leveraging the funding available from the EDF.232 It has undertaken a number of initiatives to facilitate ‘greater engagement with academia and enterprise to develop and exploit emerging and disruptive technology developments to support defence capabilities, while also supporting wider access and market engagement for Irish research by academia and enterprise’.233 These include the hosting of ‘high level seminars’ on EU Funding for Irish Defence and Security Enterprise and R&D, at which ‘the EU Commission, the European Defence Agency, and European Defence Industry presented on the European Defence Fund, Defence Tech Engagement, and over the EU budgetary cycle 2021–2027’.234 It commissioned a feasibility study235 which led to the establishment of a ‘Civil-Military Research Technology and Innovation Unit’,236 involving Irish defence forces personnel who worked with the EDA.237 Writing in the study, the Secretary General of the Department of Defence and the Chief of Staff of the Defence Forces observed that ‘[d]evelopments at EU level are also placing defence capability development on a new footing with significant funding now available for research and capability development in support of the Common Security and Defence Policy...
there is dual opportunity arising whereby Defence can incorporate innovation into its capability development processes, whilst also supporting Irish research institutes and enterprise in accessing the new funding streams to deliver these capabilities.238

‘Innovation in Defence was one of the goals of Innovation 2020 – Ireland’s ‘strategy for research and development, science and technology’.239 Key to that was the ‘Defence Enterprise Strategy’240 and the establishment of a Security and Defence Enterprise Group ‘to bring together enterprise and academic researchers and practitioners in the areas of security and defence with the purpose of identifying areas of common endeavour and collaboration...to support Ireland-based enterprise in its engagement with the European Defence Agency (EDA).241 It is notable that the Ireland France Joint Plan of Action 2021–2025242 and the Germany – Ireland Joint Plan of Action for Enhanced Bilateral and EU Cooperation243 both promise increasing security collaboration through the EDF mechanism.

Along with the other EU defence initiatives, in Ireland the EDF is driving a militarisation of research and industry,244 providing ‘a powerful financial incentive to develop these capabilities, bringing together large industries, SMEs and MidCaps’.245 Ireland plans to capitalise on that by engaging with the organisations best placed to access EDF funding which ‘are involved in nanotechnologies, data analytics, artificial intelligence, digitalisation’.246

Ireland’s Neutrality

Despite the country's longstanding policy on military neutrality, the government has taken a strategic decision to ‘scale up its investment in Ireland's influence on international developments...including security’.247 That means an expansion of engagement with the EU Defence and Security sector, which has been evolving ever since Ireland began working with the EDA in 2004. Ireland joined PESCO in 2017, but only after a heated debate in Dáil Éireann (the elected chamber of the Oireachtas, the Irish Parliament.) Although there were furious objections from the opposition, the motion was carried by 75 votes to 42.248 Nonetheless, the move ‘triggered a serious debate on the future of Irish security and foreign policy and transformation of the traditional principle of military neutrality’249 and paved the way for increasing interaction with the EU defence and security sector. It is clear that Ireland ‘as a committed and contributing part of the EU family’ realised that ‘the rise of Europe as a security actor in its own right will open up opportunities for Ireland’.250

Ireland is particularly proud of its ability to ‘punch above its weight’ in global affairs, leveraging its status as a small, non-aligned country and its track record in peace-keeping. Recently described by The Economist as having ‘a good claim to be the world’s most diplomatically powerful country’,251 it used that ability in influencing, along with other EU countries, the shape of the EDF ‘to ensure that Irish interests, particularly in the area of opportunities for SMEs were strongly represented’.252

Scrutiny and Opposition

The impact of Ireland’s engagement with the EDF on its neutrality and the wider implications for its participation in the global arms trade are regularly raised by politicians and civic leaders.253 For example, in the Dáil Éireann debates on the EDA the issues were raised repeatedly by members from several opposition parties.254 The issue is frequently the subject of questions from opposition politicians and as recently as April 2021, the issues were again discussed in a debate on Ireland’s participation in an EDA project on maritime surveillance.255 Concern has also been expressed at all of these developments by a range of civil society organisations, such as the Irish Congress for Trade Unions which condemned Ireland’s decision to join PESCO and access the EDF as ‘leading
to a massive annual increase in military expenditure 2021-2027 by the EU. Consequently, this will result in a massive increase in Irish military expenditure, thereby reducing monies available for investment in social expenditure such as health, housing, and pensions.\textsuperscript{256} There is a lack of transparency over how much Ireland contributes financially to the EDF – the question is often asked by opposition TDs and the answer is always: ‘Member State contributions to the EU Budget... is general, and is not assigned to any particular fund. As such, the EDF does not have a defined cost to the Exchequer. Ireland’s contributions go into the general pool of revenue that funds all EU budget expenditure, including the EDF.’\textsuperscript{257} The Minister for Defence recently stated at a seminar on EU funding for the Irish Defence Sector that ‘Ireland contributes on an annual basis to the EDA, not just financially – there are currently two Irish personnel, one civil, one military on secondment to the EDA.’\textsuperscript{258}

It is also difficult to ascertain exactly what is Ireland’s contribution to the EDF Expert Group as despite Ireland ‘participat[ing] on the 15 occasions the expert group has met... [it] is a working group and not a programme committee, there [fore] no minutes are available.’\textsuperscript{259} Nor have the notes of the EDF programme Committee Group appeared, despite a statement by Defence Minister Coveney in June 2021 that ‘it is the European Commission’s (DG DEFIS) intention to make the summary reports of the meetings available online as soon as they have been approved.’\textsuperscript{260}

**Conclusion**

Despite its long history of neutrality in defence, Ireland has chosen to become more closely engaged in the EU defence infrastructure. This has been facilitated by a confluence of factors, namely:

- a right of centre government that has been in power in one form or another for decades;
- a long standing economic strategy of privileging foreign direct investment and not asking any hard questions about it;
- a newly acquired drive to become a player on the global stage;
- the extreme unpopularity of Brexit in Ireland, making criticism of the EU in public difficult and scrutiny of the government’s engagement with it tricky;
- the opportunities presented by the EU’s defence networks to develop an indigenous defence industry which have the added benefit of plugging a funding gap for Ireland’s defence forces which has lately become a political embarrassment.

These combine to trump the imperative of Ireland’s long standing neutrality. But the political cost of disrupting that policy has resulted in a refusal by the government to be transparent about the consequences of that approach. Ironically, it is Ireland’s neutral status which has provided so much of its soft power, but that point seems to have been missed in the move to capitalise on the global access it has provided. It remains to be seen if Ireland’s embrace of the arms trade will damage its international reputation.
The Netherlands
Co-financing and industry support
By Mark Akkerman

The Dutch government appears to be satisfied with the PADR, EDIDP and EDF initiatives and regulations. During the EU-level negotiations, the Ministries of Defence and of Economic Affairs kept in close contact with industry, organising meetings and consultations to keep companies updated and to ask for their input. This is part of a more worrying trend of increasingly close relations between government and industry, in which the arms industry is, for example, requested to contribute to policy-making.

In relation to EU funding, this trend has continued, with the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland (RVO) – a government agency working under the auspices of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and also acting as a contact point for the Ministry of Defence – and the Dutch arms industry lobbying organisation, Netherlands Industries for Defence and Security (NIDV) working closely together to organise information and network meetings and coordinate other forms of support for companies interested in participating in the EDF and its precursor programmes. For the most part, NIDV plays a general role in communications between government and industry. In August 2021, the NIDV director Ron Nulkes was appointed to the Commission Expert Group on policies and programmes relevant to EU Space, Defence and Aeronautics industry. This group, established by DG DEFIS, assists the European Commission in preparing and implementing regulations, policies and programmes regarding defence, space and aerospace matters. The expert group comprises members from large arms companies, research institutes and business associations.

The Dutch government set up an Interdepartmental Coordination Group for European Defence Cooperation (‘Interdepartementale Coördinatiegroep Europese Defensie Samenwerking’), ‘to achieve the greatest possible participation of Dutch industry and knowledge in the EDF and also to achieve the best possible connection between the EDF and the Dutch defence needs’. This brings together representatives from the ministries of Defence, General Affairs, Foreign Affairs, Finance and Economic Affairs with representatives from research institutions (TNO and others) and the military industry (including NIDV). At the EU level, the efforts are led by ‘special envoy’ Tom Middendorp, former commander of the armed forces. The group can, for example, put forward proposals for co-financing projects to the government.

In terms of co-financing, the Ministry of Economic Affairs has made €20 million available for the period 2022–2024. The Ministry of Defence can also co-fund projects it deems useful for its own ambitions, such as those connected to PESCO initiatives.

It is unclear how much money the Dutch government has granted to co-finance PADR and EDIDP projects. For reasons of ‘commercial confidentiality’ the government refuses to give details about which projects, consortia and companies it co-finances or by how much. This is strange, as the EU contributions to projects, including the division between consortia partners, are published online. It has, however, mentioned in a letter to parliament that the Ministry of Defence co-financed the SEA Defence project. The Dutch shipbuilder Damen coordinates this project, from the EDIDP 2019 Call, and is the only PADR or EDIDP project which is coordinated by a Dutch entity.
Dutch companies and research institutes participate in 23 of PADR and EDIDP projects, across 12 entities. While one of the focus points of the Dutch government is the participation of SMEs, it is mainly research institutes TNO, MARIN (Maritime Research Institute Netherlands) and NLR (Netherlands Aerospace Centre) that obtain funding.

Despite all the government support, the military industry is unhappy. Dutch arms companies have been complaining about arms-export policy for years. They argue that the government implements the criteria of the EU Common Position on Arms Exports, to decide whether to issue a permit for an intended export, more strictly than other EU countries and thus undermines the so-called ‘level playing field’ among EU member states. Now, the industry has voiced its ‘fear’ that Dutch companies will be excluded from EDF projects because of the ‘strict’ Dutch policies.271 Companies from other countries apparently do not want to risk buying Dutch arms components because the Dutch government might not permit that the total weapons system, which would include these components, be exported.

The right-wing coalition parties VVD and CDA often act as though they are parliamentary spokespersons for the military industry. They proposed a bill that would bring to an end an independent Dutch arms-export control regime by almost always automatically allowing the export of arms components to other EU countries and relying on their policies in further exporting the assembled weapons to other states. One of the specific proposals of both parties reads: ‘The Netherlands gives permission for the export of parts of a weapons system to third countries if the end product is built with funding from the EDF, and the builder of the main weapon system has granted a permit’.272 Though the wording in the December 2021 coalition agreement from the new government is a bit vague, it suggests that it plans to ease arms export restrictions in line with this proposal.
WHAT IS BEING FUNDED?

An analysis of the weapons technologies

By Pere Brunet
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

This chapter looks at the technologies funded under 18 PADR projects and 16 EDIDP projects, characterising the nature and scope of the projects by keywords, identifying their technological capacities, and establishing the level of controversy and risk they pose.273

Methodology:

The keywords we used for this analysis are based on the texts of the call published for the EDIDP 2019 and the descriptions of the PADR and EDIDP projects as posted online. An initial list of keywords was drawn up, which was subsequently refined to ensure that all of the key concepts that would be funded under these budget lines were taken into account. By focusing on the keywords we were able to characterise the different projects and identify the technologies funded in each one. We could then draw conclusions regarding the technological aspects of each project and extract trends across projects to build an overall picture of what exactly is being funded by the EU under the aforementioned budget lines.

We identified seven PADR-funded projects and seven EDIDP-funded that aim to provide basic integration and decision-support tools for the European Strategic Command and Control System (C2), and improve interoperability among national armed forces in EU member states. The remaining projects involve specific technologies. We briefly introduce these two groups of projects in the next two sections. We then present an analysis of the public dissemination activities of these projects to date, bearing in mind the delays in initiating many EDIDP 2019 projects mean that the precise findings are provisional. The section on the projects’ technologies presents a global characterisation of the project activities in four categories:

- disruptive defence and protection projects
- projects including non-disruptive tools for defence and combat
- projects including disruptive tools for defence and combat
- disruptive combat system projects

The chapter ends with a discussion on the most controversial projects and technologies and those that might be developed in the future.

Projects, topics and keywords

Given that the topics are wide-ranging, following an iterative textual analysis of the EDIDP 2019 Call and the PADR and EDIDP project descriptions, we settled on 36 keywords. Before presenting these in Table 2, it is useful to set out some of the main abbreviations and acronyms used in the rest of the chapter.
### Table 1. Common abbreviations and acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Short name</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Basic Tools</th>
<th>Technologies</th>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Disruptive Combat Systems</th>
<th>Defence &amp; Protection Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Autonomous Control</td>
<td>Autonomous control, adapt to functionality changes</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>Electronic Attack</td>
<td>Electronic Attack, Offensive &amp; Defensive electronic devices, Cyber response</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Command and Control Systems</td>
<td>Command and Control Systems</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBRN</td>
<td>Chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear defence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMRG</td>
<td>Electromagnetic Railgun. These weapons use electromagnetic forces to give projectiles very high acceleration</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNT</td>
<td>Navigation and timing systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPAS</td>
<td>Remotely Piloted Aircraft System is the term used by international aviation-related agencies rather than remotely piloted UAVs</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Unmanned System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>Unmanned Aerial Vehicle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. List of Keywords

Table 2 shows whether each keyword corresponds to a basic tool (i.e. infrastructure for other projects and developments), a technology, a specific military system (excluding combat systems and protection equipment), a disruptive combat system or a defence and protection system. Except for six technologies (AE, MC, PN, PR, SG and US) that also belong to specific military systems, the remaining keywords relate to a single category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Short name</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Basic Tools</th>
<th>Technologies</th>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Disruptive Combat Systems</th>
<th>Defence &amp; Protection Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Autom_Control</td>
<td>Autonomous control, adapt to functionality changes</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>Electron_Cyber</td>
<td>Electronic Attack, Offensive &amp; Defensive electronic devices, Cyber response</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial_Intellig</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Command_Control</td>
<td>Command and Control Systems</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>CBRN</td>
<td>Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Defence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Cyber_Security</td>
<td>Cyber-security, Cyber situation awareness</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
<td>Counter_UAV</td>
<td>Counter UAV Systems</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG</td>
<td>Disrupt_Guns</td>
<td>Disruptive and novel guns (laser, electromagnetic)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>Earth_Obs</td>
<td>Earth Observation Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>Forecast</td>
<td>Forecast, decision-support tools</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Feature_Recog</td>
<td>Feature recognition and tracking</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG</td>
<td>Positioning</td>
<td>Galileo-based PRS7 military positioning</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Image_Proc</td>
<td>Image processing</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Short name</td>
<td>Keyword</td>
<td>Basic Tools</td>
<td>Technologies</td>
<td>Systems</td>
<td>Disruptive Combat Systems</td>
<td>Defence &amp; Protection Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It</td>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>Integration, information fusion</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Counter_Mine</td>
<td>Mine Counter Measures (MCM)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Mobile_Networks</td>
<td>Mobile ad hoc networks</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Sea_Surveillance</td>
<td>Maritime Surveillance Systems</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MZ</td>
<td>Zone_Mapping</td>
<td>Automatic mapping of conflict zones</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN</td>
<td>Navigation_Syst</td>
<td>Navigation and timing systems (PNT)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Protection_Syst</td>
<td>Protection Systems, active &amp; passive dynamic camouflage adaptation</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Electronic_Radar</td>
<td>Electronic sensors &amp; processing, Radar, escort jamming</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Secured_Comm</td>
<td>Secured communications</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Soldier_Syst</td>
<td>Soldier-disrupting equipment, soldier systems</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>Sensor_Fusion</td>
<td>Sensor data fusion, data integration</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Soldier_Garn</td>
<td>Garments for soldier protection, garment optimisation</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>Signal_Proc</td>
<td>Signal processing, encryption, secure communications</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Sea_Security</td>
<td>Sea Security Systems, warships</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St</td>
<td>EU_Standards</td>
<td>European cross-industry standards</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>Target_Location</td>
<td>Target location &amp; designation systems</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>Integration_Traffic</td>
<td>RPAS integration into air-traffic management</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>UAV_Comm</td>
<td>UAV communications</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL</td>
<td>Low_Obs_UAV</td>
<td>Low-observable tactical RPAS</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM</td>
<td>Manned_Unmanned</td>
<td>Manned-Unmanned teaming, hybrid systems</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Unmanned_Syst</td>
<td>Unmanned Systems, drone swarms, ground swarms</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>VR_Training</td>
<td>Virtual reality and augmented reality training</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Topics in the EDIDP 2019 Call and Keywords

Table 3 shows the relation between these keywords and the topics in the EDIDP 2019 Call\textsuperscript{274}, listing only the 29 topics relevant to the projects examined in this chapter. Most of these can be directly inferred from the text of the Call or from the topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airborne electronic attack capability</td>
<td>Electron_Cyber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented-reality combat helmet featuring night-vision and ally or enemy position display, including AI functionalities</td>
<td>Soldier_Syst Artificial_Intellig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Line Of Sight (BLOS) anti-tank capabilities</td>
<td>Disrupt_Guns Electronic_Radar Autom_Control Target_Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities and equipment needed for establishing C2 system from strategic to tactical level, complementing existing European External Action Service systems</td>
<td>Command_Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat jet training platforms</td>
<td>VR_Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command and control systems designated for individual soldier to Brigade Commander, post-logistic information system for maintenance, transport, medical, management</td>
<td>Command_Control Soldier_Syst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecurity solutions for the protection of the future security and defence systems (e.g. C2, logistic, embedded system, distributed simulation)</td>
<td>Cyber_Security Command_Control Signal_Proc Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a European protected waveform to secure defence satellite communications in peacetime, missions and operations</td>
<td>Secured_Comm EU_Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a European standardised and sovereign Galileo PRS7 navigation receiver capabilities compatible with GPS/PRS solution for defence purposes</td>
<td>EU_Standards Positioning Navigation_Syst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a low-observable tactical RPAS with the capability to provide near real-time information and with modern self-protection</td>
<td>Low_Obs_UAV Protection_Syst Target_Location?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a minefields-mapping system using unmanned aircraft</td>
<td>Counter_Mine Unmanned_Syst Zone_Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of counter-UAS capability based on mini-UAS swarms</td>
<td>Counter_UAV Unmanned_Syst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end solutions for AI in defence &amp; security key strategic issues</td>
<td>Artificial_Intellig Target_Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Detect and Avoid (DAA) function based on new sensors and processing for RPAS integration into air-traffic management</td>
<td>Integration_Traffic Sensor_Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Mine Counter Measures (MCM) capabilities operating autonomous underwater systems, coping with current capability gaps in securing sea lines of communication</td>
<td>Sea_Security Counter_Mine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future effective and collective CBRN protection capacity to civil population, defence forces and their equipment</td>
<td>CBRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future soldier CBRN protection equipment and integration</td>
<td>CBRN Protection_Syst Soldier_Garn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative intelligence tools for early-warning and countermeasure deployment support to counter CBRN threats</td>
<td>CBRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated maritime surveillance system, combining legacy assets with new, innovative solutions</td>
<td>Sea_Surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of a greater number of remotely human-operated unmanned systems, based on the development of future automated and autonomous platforms</td>
<td>Integration Autom_Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative software systems for processing of aerial images and videos through hyperspectral imaging (for metadata/telemetry information extraction and exploitation in C2 systems)</td>
<td>Integration Image_Proc Feature_Recog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical virtual reality training simulator</td>
<td>VR_Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modular and adaptive tactical networks to control, change and manage network behaviour, including cyber security</td>
<td>Mobile_Networks Electron_Cyber Signal_Proc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipurpose architecture for unmanned ground systems and solutions for systems integration and manned-unmanned teaming</td>
<td>Manned_Unmanned Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-modified composite materials and related production processes and design procedures for reinforcement of existing armour of defence vehicles</td>
<td>Protection_Syst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent Earth observation from space with automated interpretation of data and information, including AI, cloud-based solutions and real-time on-board processing by sensors</td>
<td>Earth_Obs Sensor_Fussion Artificial_Intellig Image_Proc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure high-capacity communications for UAVs in beyond line-of-sight applications</td>
<td>UAV_Comm Signal_Proc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software suite enabling real-time cyber-defence situational awareness for defence decision-making and real-time cyber-threat-hunting and live incident response, based on shared cyber-threat intelligence</td>
<td>Forecast Electron_Cyber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmanned semi-fixed sea platforms</td>
<td>Unmanned_Syst Autom_Control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Half of the keywords listed in Table 3 appear in the text of the topics in the Call:

- Autonomous control refers to navigation control, including adaptation to real-time functionality changes. AI systems are usually driven by data-trained neural networks but are not in the projects listed related to attack functionalities.

- Command and Control Systems (C2) include developments to provide decision-support tools for the European Strategic Command and Control System.

- Chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear defence (CBRN) aims to develop protection systems against these agents.

- Image processing includes computer-based tools to process and enhance camera-captured images.

- Integration and information fusion are geared towards an integrated EU database of relevant information.

- Low-observable tactical RPAS refers to the development of remotely piloted drones for tactical purposes that are not easily detected by radar.

The remaining keywords, which are inferred from the description of topics in the Call, include:

- Mobile ad hoc networks aimed at developing adaptive tactical computer networks that can adapt to changes, modify their behaviour, and react to cyber threats.

- Electronic sensors and processing, including radar- and escort-jamming, refers to new electronic signal sensors (from radar and others) including actuators for the effective jamming of radar signals during escort missions.
• Soldier-disrupting equipment and soldier systems include novel protection, observation, communication and attack portable elements.275

• Sensor-data fusion and data integration refer to specific systems that merge data from different cameras and sensors, producing better-quality information.

• Forecast and decision-support tools includes developments to provide resources for a European forecast analysis, including decision support tools.

• Electronic Attack, offensive and defensive electronic devices, and cyber response, aims to develop offensive electronic tools, using the electromagnetic spectrum in combat, and ensuring that European armed forces can both use and deny it to adversaries.

• Cyber security and cyber situation awareness include defence tools against cyber attacks.

• Disruptive and novel guns, laser guns and electromagnetic acceleration of projectiles in place of chemical propellants.

• Feature recognition and tracking refers to developments for the recognition of objects and faces from sensor data (usually images), which can be used to detect and follow a person/object as it moves to keep them localised.

• Signal processing, encryption and secure communications are computer-based tools to encrypt and send data securely to the intended recipient.
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROJECTS FOCUSING ON BASIC TOOLS AND SYSTEM DEMONSTRATIONS

Seven each of PADR and EDIDP projects do not specifically focus on developing technologies, but rather to provide basic integration and decision-support tools for the European Strategic Command and Control System (C2), to improve interoperability among national security forces in the framework of the EU Common Security and Defence Policy. These projects, according to their tools and systems, are listed in Table 4. The PYTHIA, SOLOMON, DECISMAR and ESC2 offer forecast and decision-support tools, and INTERACT is aimed at supplying a basis for a future European interoperability standard for military unmanned systems. OCEAN2020, EUDAAS and PANDORA, with a combined total of EU funding of €63.4 million include major demonstrations of the integrated systems, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Projects on Basic Tools and Systems

4a) EDIDP projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>System Demonstration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CROWN</td>
<td>Integration, Electron_Cyber, Signal_Proc, Electronic_Radar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOSSRA</td>
<td>Integration, Soldier_System, Secured_Comm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERACT</td>
<td>EU_Standards, Unmanned_Syst</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN 2020</td>
<td>Integration_Command_Control, Sea_Surveillance, Sea_Security</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTIMISE</td>
<td>Integration, Navigation_Syst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PYTHIA</td>
<td>Command_Control, Forecast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLOMON</td>
<td>Command_Control, Forecast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4b) PADR projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>PESCO Project?</th>
<th>System Demonstration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DECISMAR</td>
<td>Integration, Forecast, Sea_Surveillance</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRONEDGE-E</td>
<td>Simulation, Unmanned_Syst, Autom_Control, Artificial_Intellig</td>
<td>Study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECYSAP</td>
<td>Electron_Cyber, Cyber_Security, Electronic_Radar</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing, Qualification</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESC2</td>
<td>Command_Control, Forecast, Secured_Comm</td>
<td>Study, Design</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUDAAS</td>
<td>Integration_Traffic, Unmanned_Syst</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANDORA</td>
<td>Integration, Sea_Security, Electron_Cyber</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA Defence</td>
<td>Sea_Security, Autom_Control</td>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Projects providing integration tools
PADR: CROWN, GOSSRA, OCEAN2020 and OPTIMISE
EDIDP: DECISMAR, EUDAAS, PANDORA and SEA Defence

The CROWN project integrates electronic functions for military applications into one system, including radar, electronic warfare and communication, with no restrictions on who ultimately deploys them. The system will ensure ‘that our military can use it as they need it and deny it to adversaries’. GOSSRA researched developing a Soldier System Reference Architecture ready for standardisation, covering and integrating electronics, voice and data communication, human interface devices, sensors, and other functions.

Regarding maritime projects, OCEAN2020 involves 42 partners from 36 countries and has developed integrated system concepts to implement large-scale technology demonstrations for enhanced situational awareness in maritime scenarios. The project has been well documented, having produced several live demonstrations and tests. OPTIMISE is also working on integrating different PNT technologies to achieve a novel navigation architecture, and designing new systems to fuse data from different sensors. The DECISMAR project is developing a decision-support toolbox as a cyber-secured and future-proofed integrated IT environment to support ‘the upgrade of maritime surveillance under the scope of both current and future defined High-Level Operational Requirements (HLORs)’.

PANDORA and SEA Defence projects aim to improve warship security. While SEA Defence will produce a feasibility study of lower detectability of naval platforms with specific recommendations, PANDORA is more focused on military sensor network security, real-time cyber-threat detection and response, and shared intelligence on cyber threats. Both projects are related to the EU objective of designing the next generation of naval ships and platforms.

Finally, the EUDAAS project is unique in that its goal is to design and implement a Detect And Avoid system (DAA) to ensure that unmanned and remotely operated aircraft will not collide with other aircraft. The project plans to integrate its solution into the European civil air traffic management system.

Projects delivering forecast and decision-support tools
PYTHIA, SOLOMON, DECISMAR and ESC2 (see previous section on DECISMAR)

PYTHIA and SOLOMON focus on methodologies for improving civil and strategic defence technology foresight, and also to anticipate technology-related matters to manage changing strategies that could affect military supplies, and reduce risks to the supply of EU armament systems. The projects intend to merge the two complementary visions of grand [EU] strategy (as it emerges from EU geo/political/economic postures) and [companies'] business strategy (as it emerges from the Michael Porter’s value chain theory) in order to outline the possible roadmaps for tackling the supply risk of the EU armament systems’, to ensure that ‘the industries responsible for the delivery of the EU armament systems and services could rely on a trusted supply and that in turn EU, as a whole, could overcome the issues related to critical defence technological dependencies’. The goal is therefore both to address industry needs and EU supply risks.

ESC2 will develop ‘the advanced European Strategic Command and Control (C2) system, which will contribute to the achievement of the EU new level of ambition’. 
Project preparing a future European interoperability standard for military unmanned systems

This category includes the INTERACT project, whose objective is to create a basis for a future European interoperability standard for military unmanned systems, and is independent of national and industry regulations.

Projects focusing on basic tools and system demonstrations

There is little public information on the EDIDP projects DECISMAR, DRONEDGE-E, ECYSAP and ESC2. According to the EU resolution, ECYSAP will ‘develop and implement innovative theoretical foundations, methods, research prototypes’ and will integrate them to provide a ‘European operational platform for enabling real-time Cyber Situational Awareness with rapid response defensive capabilities and decision-making support for military end-users’, while ESC2 will develop ‘the advanced European Strategic Command and Control (C2) system, which will contribute to the achievement of the EU new level of ambition’, including a feasibility study and a system design; the C2 system will be ‘fully interoperable with the Command and Control structures’. Finally, and also according to the EU resolution, DRONEDGE-E is a small project that will produce a study on how to transfer an existing 3D swarm simulator to the real world, to be used on existing fixed-wing drones.

In short, the DECISMAR, ECYSAP, ESC2 projects are creating infrastructures for the EU defence programme by implementing parts of several PESCO projects, whereas the DRONEDGE-E is a limited simulation study.

Regarding the specific planned activities, SEA Defence and DRONEDGE-E focus on feasibility and simulation studies including recommendations. ESC2 considers the study and design of a fully interoperable C2 system, while the other EDIDP projects (DECISMAR, ECYSAP, EUDAAS and PANDORA) cover the usual phases of study, design, prototyping and testing.

EUDAAS and PANDORA will be integrated and tested on pre-operational scenarios: The EUDAAS Detect and Avoid system will be tested on the Medium-Altitude Long-Endurance RPAS (EuroMALE test platform) and other as the Tactical Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, while PANDORA solutions will be demonstrated in two practical cases: warship security and military sensor network security.

Table 3 above also shows that all EDIDP 2019 projects except DRONEDGE-E and SEA Defence are implementing specific PESCO projects.

The PADR projects CROWN and GOSSRA and EDIDP projects ECYSAP, ESC2 and PANDORA are also discussed in the next section, as they also involve the development of specific technologies.
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROJECTS INVOLVING SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGIES

Here, we look at the 13 PADR projects and 12 EDIDP projects in relation to specific technologies. Two of the PADR projects (CROWN and GOSSRA) and three of the EDIDP ones (ECYSAP, ESC2 and PANDORA) were also discussed in the last section.

Regarding PADR projects, Table 5 shows the main keywords of each project, whether they include a demonstration of the final system, or the design and/or development of disruptive combat systems, and whether they are part of future technological developments. In the case of EDIDP projects, it also includes the planned activities (this information is not available for PADR projects) and their connection with PESCO projects. The technologies involved will be addressed in the relevant section.

Table 5. Projects involving specific technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5a) PADR projects</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acronym</strong></td>
<td><strong>Keywords</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACAMSI2</td>
<td>Protection_Syst, Soldier_Syst, Soldier_Garn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDED</td>
<td>Counter_Mine, Zone_Mapping, Protection_Syst, Unmanned_Syst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTUS</td>
<td>Counter_Mine, Zone_Mapping, Protection_Syst, Unmanned_Syst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROWN</td>
<td>Integration, Electron_Cyber, Signal_Proc, Electronic_Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCEED</td>
<td>Electron_Cyber, UAV_Comm, Electronic_Radar, Sensor_Fussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOSSRA</td>
<td>Integration, Soldier_Syst, Signal_Proc, Sensor_Fussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METAMASK</td>
<td>Protection_Syst, Soldier_Syst, Soldier_Garn, Electronic_Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PILUM</td>
<td>Disrupt_Guns, Autom_Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIVILEGE</td>
<td>Secured_Comm, Signal_Proc, Artificial_Intellig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUANTAQUEST</td>
<td>Secured_Comm, Signal_Proc, Navigation_Syst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPINAR</td>
<td>Electronic_Radar, Signal_Proc, Artificial_Intellig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALOS</td>
<td>Disrupt_Guns, Target_Location, Counter_UAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESTLIFE</td>
<td>Soldier_Syst, Soldier_Garn, CBRN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 5b) EDIDP 2019 projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>PESCO Project?</th>
<th>System Demonstration</th>
<th>Disruptive Combat System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECYSAP</td>
<td>Electron_Cyber, Cyber_Security, Electronic_Radar</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESC2</td>
<td>Command_Control, Forecast, Secured_Comm</td>
<td>Study, Design</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITS4TOP</td>
<td>Simulation, VR_Training</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing, Qualification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEODE</td>
<td>Positioning, Navigation_Syst, Unmanned_Syst</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing, Qualification</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iMUGS</td>
<td>Unmanned_Syst, Manned, Unmanned, Secured_Comm, Autom_Control</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTUS</td>
<td>Unmanned_Syst, Low_Obs_UAV, Artificial_Intellig, Feature_Recog, Sea_Surveillance, Signal_Proc</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LynkEUs</td>
<td>Integration, Unmanned_Syst, Target_Location</td>
<td>Study, Testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTISSE</td>
<td>Earth_Obs, Image_Proc, Signal_Proc</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANDORA</td>
<td>Integration, Sea_Security, Electron_Cyber</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEONEER</td>
<td>Integration, Earth_Obs, Feature_Recog, Artificial_Intellig, Sensor_Fusion</td>
<td>Study, Design, Prototype, Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REACT</td>
<td>Unmanned_Syst, Electronic_Radar, Electron_Cyber</td>
<td>Study, Design</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOTANET</td>
<td>Mobile_Networks, Secured_Comm</td>
<td>Study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The projects listed in Table 5 are briefly discussed below.

**Disruptive defence and protection projects**

The ACAMSII²⁹⁴ PADR project goal is to integrate active and passive adaptation mechanisms into textile-based dynamic camouflage materials, to achieve an ‘increase in survivability’. Similarly, VESTLIFE²⁹⁵ seeks to develop advanced bulletproof garments that integrate CBRN detection systems, to create materials that optimise physical weight and protection. METAMASK²⁹⁶ will design and develop meta-materials for electromagnetic camouflage of military equipment using adaptive and active meta-surfaces. The project will also develop an experimental demonstrator of a new technology for radar camouflage.

**Projects including non-disruptive tools for defence and combat**

EXCEED is a hardware-directed project²⁹⁷ to design and develop multi-function chips that will be reconfigurable and flexible, and able to include radar sensors, signal-processing tools, secure positioning and navigation, UAV data links and military networks. It is not known where the chips will be placed.

GOSSRA, also discussed in the Basic Tools Section,³ will integrate electronics, human interface devices, sensors, voice and data communication etc. to design a new soldier system architecture.
Disruptive combat systems projects

The PILUM project\textsuperscript{298} investigates the use of electromagnetic rail-guns for long-range future artillery systems, using electromagnetic acceleration rather than chemical propellants, and plans to achieve a full-scale demonstrator by 2028.

TALOS\textsuperscript{299} is designing and creating a roadmap to develop critical laser-effector technologies, a disruptive and future combat technology to be integrated in military applications in the next decade. The research includes precision target tracking, laser-pointing systems that lock the laser beam on the target, and the design and demonstration of parts of the high-power laser weapon. Potential uses include counter-UAV systems.

LinkEUs\textsuperscript{300} includes the integration of a land-missile system, a UAV-based target designation and cyber-secured target location, and a land platform. The project includes a demonstration through a full-scale firing campaign beyond the line of sight.

Projects including disruptive tools for defence and combat

AIDED and ARTUS\textsuperscript{301} focus on the use of intelligent swarms of unmanned ground vehicles to identify conventional and unconventional explosives, e.g. buried mines. The AIDED project will use autonomous mission planning and positioning/mapping techniques to identify explosives and propose safe passages. According to the project goals, the swarm will also be able to carry wounded personnel. The ARTUS swarm will provide an increased payload capability through hard and severe environments, including densely wooded or sloped areas; reacting autonomously to unexpected developments, such a partial loss of the swarm. The ARTUS project workplan includes a demonstrator.

The CROWN project, partly discussed in the Basic Tools Section\textsuperscript{2}, plans to integrate radar, electronic warfare and communication tools in a single system.

PRIVILEGE\textsuperscript{302} seeks to investigate new encryption technologies for confidential military and defensive data throughout the life-cycle of AI data, with a focus on learning. Related to it, QUANTAQUEST\textsuperscript{303} will investigate future quantum-based technologies including quantum sensing for navigation, quantum communication, and quantum computer cryptanalysis. These are small projects (€1.5 million and €1.4 million respectively) that could be considered as prospects for potential future military technologies.

Regarding EDIDP projects, ECYSAP and ESC2 were discussed in the Basic Tools Section.\textsuperscript{12} ECYSAP includes the development of a real-time defensive system capable of cyber response, while ESC2 will participate in the development of the advanced PESCO European Strategic Command and Control (ESC2) system.

FITS4TOP\textsuperscript{304} aims to provide a European training system for military pilots that will integrate different operational scenarios involving air (combat jets), ground and maritime forces.

GEODE\textsuperscript{305} includes the design, prototyping, testing and qualification of multiple Galileo PRS-enabled Positioning, Navigation and Timing (PNT) navigation solutions for European defence-specific requirements. The project includes military operational field-testing and demos.
The IMUGS project will design a scalable and flexible architecture for hybrid manned and unmanned systems including aerial and ground platforms. Testing will be based on ‘an existing unmanned ground vehicle and a specific list of payloads’.  

LOTUS deals with low-observable tactical unmanned air surveillance systems, including advanced autonomy functions, processing algorithms, and a conjunction of a ‘mother’ UAV with ‘son’ tube-launched, foldable-wing drones. The objective is surveillance of borders and migration flows. The project includes the design and testing of the proposed UAV.

The OPTIMISSE project aims at studying and designing a very high-resolution multi-spectral miniaturised optical camera for small satellites, including feature tracking and high-rate data transmission. PEONEER will provide geo-intelligence analysts with an AI-based software platform to discover relevant patterns and determine and identify changes and motion, both in sea and land scenarios.

PANDORA was partly discussed in the Basic Tools Section. It includes the development and testing of tools for military sensor network security with shared intelligence on cyber threats, like real-time cyber threat hunting and incident response.

The REACT project focuses on electromagnetic spectrum of operations, providing the EU with a design for Air Electronic Attack Capability, as an on-board tool for manned and unmanned combat aerial vehicles. Disrupting systems including low-frequency radars response and escort-jamming PODs will be designed and tested in the framework of the project.

The SPINAR project objective is the hardware implementation of artificial neural networks, using spin-based nano-devices as neurons. The resulting chip will be highly efficient with low-power computation.

Finally, SMOTANET plans to design and develop an innovative network of tactical communications that modular, adaptive and secure and use mobile ad hoc networks with software-defined networking.

Most of the EDIDP 2019 projects include study, design, prototyping and testing. Exceptions are ESC2 and REACT (no prototyping and testing), LynkEUs (testing of an integrated system), OPTIMISSE (only design), and SMOTANET (only research). This information is not available for PADR projects.

As already mentioned, Table 5 also shows that most EDIDP 2019 projects (ECYSAP, ESC2, GEODE, IMUGS, LinkEUs, PANDORA, REACT) are implementing specific PESCO projects.
PROJECTS AND DISSEMINATION

A basic analysis of public dissemination was undertaken for each project. Figure 1 shows the results of searching for each project name and ‘EDA project’ in Google. The search was performed on 9 August 2021.

Figure 1. Dissemination
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Source: Own elaboration, based on Google search of the project name (date: August 9, 2021)

PADR projects show more dissemination activities than EDIDP 2019 projects, perhaps because most of the latter have suffered delays (partly due to the COVID-19 pandemic) and they are just starting or have yet to do so. The bar ‘Limited’ in EDIDP projects includes four projects in which some partners have prepared press releases with public (not technical) information.
TECHNOLOGIES ADDRESSED IN PADR AND EDIDP PROJECTS

The development/use of unmanned systems are included in only 12 projects (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Use of unmanned systems
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The use of AI in the projects is not as widespread as might have been expected but it is still of concern that it is being funded taking in to account the points raised in the previous chapter.

Figure 3. Use of AI techniques
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Twenty-three projects do not use AI, while six are using it as a disruptive tool (see Figure 4). The remaining five projects (ARTUS, OCEAN2020, DECISMAR, ECYSAP and ESC2) are unclear, according to our analysis and the available documentation. We do not include INTERACT in this list, because its main goal is to define a future EU cross-industry interoperability standard for unmanned systems. Although this standard ‘will allow unmanned assets to be deployed flexibly ... in manned-unmanned teaming or as autonomous swarms’, we understand that the application to autonomous swarms is deferred to future projects.
1. Disruptive defence and protection projects: METAMASK, VESTLIFE
2. Projects including non-disruptive tools for defence and combat: EXCEED, GOSSRA, OCEAN2020
3. Projects including disruptive tools for defence and combat: ACAMSII, AIDED, ARTUS, CROWN, DRONEDGE-E, ECYSAP, EXCEED, FITS4TOP, GEODE, GOSSRA, IMUGS, INTERACT, LOTUS, OPTIMISE, OPTISSE, PANDORA, PEONEER, PRIVILEGE, QUANTAQUEST, REACT, SMOTANET, SPINAR
4. Disruptive combat systems projects: PILUM, TALOS, LynkEUs

Projects not included in this Table: DECISMAR, ESC2, EUDAAS, PYTHIA, SOLOMON, SEA Defence

*Image processing, navigation and timing systems, signal processing and encryption and secure communications systems can be either disruptive or not

The two top boxes (green and orange) group the keywords related to defence and protection systems (green) and those related to combat/attack systems (orange). Most keywords lie in the intersection of both boxes, meaning that they are hybrid technologies that can be used in defence or attack. Vertically, Figure 4 groups the technical keywords into classical technologies (top) and disruptive technologies (bottom). Both technical keywords and projects can be characterised as:

- Defence and protection disruptive technologies
- Hybrid non-disruptive technologies
- Hybrid disruptive technologies
- Disruptive combat systems

METAMASK and VESTLIFE deal with disruptive defence and protection technologies (category 1). The EXCEED, GOSSRA, and OCEAN2020 (category 2) projects include non-disruptive tools that could be used in defence or in combat scenarios, while the three projects in category 4 (PILUM, TALOS, LynkEUs) seek to develop novel and disruptive combat systems. The majority of projects fall into
category 3, developing disruptive tools which in the future could be used in defence or in combat: ACAMSI, AIDED, ARTUS, CROWN, DRONEDGE-E, ECYSAP, EXCEED, FITS4TOP, GEODE, GOSSRA, iMUGS, INTERACT, LOTUS, OPTIMISE, OPTISSE, PANDORA, PEONEER, PRIVILEGE, QUANTAQUEST, REACT, SMOTANET, and SPINAR. We understand that EXCEED and GOSSRA are developing non-disruptive and disruptive technologies. In total, 25 out of 34 projects are developing hybrid basic technologies usable both in defence and combat.

Figure 4 does not include six projects (DECISMAR, ESC2, EUDAAS, PYTHIA, SOLOMON, SEA Defence) because they focus more on analysis, feasibility studies and forecasting than on technology.

CONTROVERSIAL SYSTEMS, RISKS INVOLVED, AND CONCLUSIONS

Although most of the keywords and projects (categories 1, 3 and 4) can be considered disruptive, the great majority (categories 2 and 3) are hybrid, with potential use both in defence and in combat/attack. The most controversial and risky category (4) includes three projects (PILUM, TALOS, LinkEUs).

The deployment of unmanned systems using AI technologies poses obvious risks and these projects are controversial (AIDED, IMUGS, LOTUS) as we will see in the final chapter. The same could also apply to the six projects involving the use of AI plus the five AI-unclear projects. But the current information is still too vague, and it will be necessary to wait until the projects materialise before final conclusions can be drawn on the precise risks that these particular projects pose. A worrying aspect is that in EDIDP projects, the EU has not envisaged making ethical checks as we explain in the next chapter. Civil society organisations (CSOs) will have an essential role in demanding transparency.

All EDF projects should be considered controversial in view of the EU’s founding principles and values – inclusion, tolerance, justice, solidarity, non-discrimination, the promotion of peace, the inviolability of human dignity, and the defence of human rights. EDF projects, once operational, could potentially breach both these EU values and international humanitarian law (IHL), enhancing militarised national security systems, and turning a blind eye to human-centred safety, a non-militarised notion of security, and the idea of negotiated resolution of conflict rather than military engagement.

Indeed, some of the PADR and EDIDP projects are particularly controversial, and here follows some conclusions on the degree of controversy and risk attached to the PADR and EDIDP project technologies:

- Novel guns based on laser and electromagnetic systems are particularly problematic. They are fast, silent and (in some cases) invisible. They show significant potential to be used to commit human rights abuses and to attack civilians. These weapons should be subject to strict scrutiny by recognised independent non-military experts and by ethics committees.
• AI can become controversial and certainly risky if used in critical military systems, because there are no zero-risk AI systems, and, in critical combat systems, errors imply casualties, often civilian. AI systems should be subject to strict scrutiny by recognised independent non-military experts and by ethics committees. This scrutiny should focus on tactic-loitering drones and drone swarms, as they are clear candidates to become autonomous weapons that operate without human control. Moreover, controlling a swarm erodes operators' sense of moral responsibility and at the same time may unfairly make the operators accountable for the outcome since they are highly cognitively demanding and subject to potential communication disruptions.

• Electronic devices and cyber response can become controversial when used in combat systems, because offensive electronic devices and jamming systems can indirectly lead to civilian casualties.

• The development of unmanned systems, drone and ground swarms, should be closely inspected by recognised independent non-military experts and by ethics committees. Specific combat unmanned systems are fairly similar to the autonomous weapons, whereas surveillance-oriented unmanned systems can easily disregard human rights and privacy for illegal purposes.

• Non-autonomous remote-controlled combat drones are controversial. Expert studies conclude that in general there is a lower threshold for 'killing at a distance' (from a computer room) than directly on the battlefield. Activists such as Medea Benjamin consider that when military operations are conducted through the filter of a distant video camera, there is no possibility of visual contact with the enemy, whereby the perception of damage from the possible attack on human beings decreases. Markus Wagner explains that disconnection and distance create an environment in which it is easier to commit atrocities. Likewise, Alex Leveringhaus says that the intentional or involuntary use of distance to obscure responsibility in situations of armed conflict indicates a deep lack of respect for human rights and by extension the moral dignity of people since all human beings deserve equal consideration and respect. There are also problems associated with the so-called 'automation bias', meaning that remote operators are predisposed to accept computer recommendations without seeking any other confirmation.

• Target location, tracking and designation systems, together with feature-recognition technologies, even if supervised by human operators, can become controversial because of the automation bias and related phenomena.

Given the proportion of projects devoted to 'basic tools', forecast and integration (more than a third of the total) and given the high number of projects in the hybrid disruptive technologies category (22 projects out of 34) that will be able to be deployed in more specific projects in the future, we can infer that these PADR and EDIDP projects are probably just preparing ground for projects that will be more focused on specific EU military objectives.

The above analysis leads to a conjecture: some companies may consider EDF Calls as a complementary funding option, rather than an opportunity to cooperate on common objectives. They may also lobby to get 'their' topics in the Calls, and then propose projects on these topics, with little interest in developing novel disruptive systems.
Moreover, EDIDP may not be fully successful (in future Calls) in the proposed sharing of military industrial technologies. Cutting-edge technologies are corporate assets, and companies may be reluctant to divulge these to other parties or make them public until they have secured profits. As mentioned in relation to the PYTHIA project, companies consider that the goal is to ‘merge the two complementary visions of [EU] grand strategy... and [private companies’] business strategy’. Military industries represent very powerful private interests, and they may be willing to drive and influence the whole EDF programme. This would be incompatible with EU principles and founding values, and it is therefore inconceivable that public EU funds are being channelled to private industries that will boost their profits while developing disrupting technologies for defence and attack, preparing new weapons that will be sold to many non-EU countries where they may be used to kill civilians while those producing them are unaffected. It is illogical for the EU both to claim to defend human dignity and rights and also to develop and export new weapons systems that will likely do the exact opposite. Finally, the profit driven nature of these projects means that they push companies towards developing weaponry, often in competition rather than in cooperation with each other, which will ultimately drive a new type of arms race.
‘SMART’ WEAPONS

The legal and ethical implications of developing new kinds of weaponry with European funds

By Joaquín Rodriguez Alvarez
As this report has shown, EU defence funding has hugely increased in recent years. This is driving a new kind of arms race defined by the rise of weapons systems that encompass Artificial Intelligence (AI), bio-metrics and other advanced technological developments. Dystopian scenarios that were until recently the stuff of science fiction have become a reality. Arms companies are designing and programming lethal weapons that once operational, will be reliant on ‘smart’ technologies. These weapons may eventually perpetrate violent attacks without meaningful human intervention. Some define this as the third evolution of warfare, the first being the invention of gunpowder, followed by nuclear weapons, each profoundly changing the conduct of war. Our legal systems were developed to address situations occurring in the real world, not in virtual spaces, and have so far failed to tackle the implications of advances in the use of ‘smart’ weaponry. This chapter focuses on the development of EU funded autonomous weapons and the legal and ethical considerations regarding their use in war and armed conflict.

### THE LEGAL ISSUES

**Legal frameworks**

The EU has no specific legal framework to regulate the militarisation of technology. Originally, the EU was envisaged as a promoter of peace and not as a military alliance, and its founding principles did not foresee the bloc becoming a military power. Indeed, Article 3 of the Treaty of the European Union states that ‘the Union’s aim is to promote peace, its values and the well-being of its peoples’. Much has changed since 1992 when the treaty was signed and, as this report shows, the EU is now increasingly intent on investing in militarism rather than in building or maintaining peace. There is a lack of political will on the part of European leaders to genuinely understand the implications and address concerns regarding the technological advances that are bankrolled by the EU. Although this may be true of Europe’s general approach to digitalisation, in the case of technology and the military–industrial complex, the consequences of turning a blind eye to these developments could potentially be catastrophic. In September 2018, the European Parliament adopted a text that called on the Vice-President of the Commission/High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, the Member States and the European Council to ‘develop and adopt, as a matter of urgency … a common position on lethal autonomous weapons systems that ensures meaningful human control over critical functions of weapons systems, … to work towards the start of international negotiations on a legally binding instrument prohibiting lethal autonomous weapons’. In January 2021, the European Parliament issued a press statement in which it noted that ‘the use of lethal autonomous weapon systems (LAWS) raises fundamental ethical and legal questions on human control’ and called ‘for an EU strategy to prohibit them as well as a ban on so-called “killer robots”’. This call fell on deaf ears. The Artificial Intelligence Act proposed in April 2021 makes clear that ‘this Regulation shall not apply to AI systems developed or used exclusively for military purposes’.

In the absence of legal codes designed specifically to address the use of AI-programmed weapons systems, we examine how International Humanitarian Law (IHL) may be applied to bridge this gap.
International Humanitarian Law and AI

The Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Additional Protocols of 1977 govern the laws of war and armed conflict. Although the EU is not party to the Geneva Conventions, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) recognises the corpus juris (body of law) as ‘intransgressible principles of international customary law’ and it is therefore bound by it. These conventions are strengthened by various conventions applicable to specific weapons systems, the most recent of which was the ban on nuclear weapons adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 2017, but which states in possession of nuclear weapons have largely ignored to date.325

Article 36 of Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions states that ‘in the study, development, and acquisition or adoption of a new weapon, means or method of warfare, a High Contracting Party is under an obligation to determine whether its employment would, in some or all circumstances, be prohibited by this Protocol or by any other rule of international law’.326 The question therefore is whether the EU has determined whether ‘smart’ weapons systems funded through PADR and EDIDP may violate the principles of International Humanitarian Law (IHL). To answer this, we looked at how the funding proposals were reviewed and approved for PADR and EDIDP funding, although our findings show that the approval process obscures more than it reveals. In the case of Belgium,327 Sweden328 and the Netherlands,329 for example, there are entities, however effective they may be in practice, that are tasked with reviewing arms projects. At EU level, conversely, there is no such body, meaning that the EU follows lower standards than some of its member states on the particularly sensitive matter of weapons development. There is what appears to be a deliberate gap in publicly available information regarding the procedures for approving EU funding for R&D on weapons and related systems. This makes it difficult to ascertain whether the EU has applied rigorous legal and ethical reviews before approving a project or whether the approval procedure is merely a box-ticking exercise. From what we could glean from the information available, it does not appear that the EU has in place adequate procedures to block controversial weaponry, and as we have already discussed, companies embroiled in corruption allegations and producers of nuclear weapons are among the largest recipients of EU funding, an indication of just how low the bar is in terms of approval standards.

In January 2006, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) published A Guide to the Legal Review of New Weapons, Means and Methods of Warfare: Measures to Implement Article 36 of Additional Protocol I of 1977.330 This outlines three steps central to any review process:

1. **Determine whether employment of the particular weapon or means of warfare under review is prohibited or restricted by a treaty which binds the reviewing State or by customary international law.**

2. **Determine whether employment of the weapon or means of warfare under review and the normal or expected methods by which it is to be used would comply with the general rules applicable to all weapons, means and methods of warfare found in Additional Protocol I and other treaties that bind the reviewing State or in customary international law.**

3. **In the absence of relevant treaty or customary rules, the reviewing authority should consider the proposed weapon in light of the principles of humanity and the dictates of public conscience.**
With regard to the first step, there is currently no international treaty prohibiting the kinds of new technologies being funded under PADR and EDIDP. The second step requires that a review must take into account not just the weapon but how it will be used. In practice this may be understood to require consideration of a wide range of military, technical, health, and environmental factors. The third step relies on the Martens Clause, which, although dating from the 1899 Preamble to The Hague Convention II Laws and Customs of War on Land, is an important element of customary international law. It states that:

*Until a more complete code of the laws of war is issued, the High Contracting Parties think it right to declare that in cases not included in the Regulations adopted by them, populations and belligerents remain under the protection and empire of the principles of international law, as they result from the usages established between civilized nations, from the laws of humanity and the requirements of the public conscience.*

In the words of the ICRC, ‘the effect of the clause is to underline that in cases not covered by IHL treaties, persons affected by armed conflicts will never find themselves completely deprived of protection’, so the fact that something is not explicitly prohibited by a treaty does not automatically mean that it is permitted. Therefore, even when there are gaps in a specific legal framework, the laws of humanity and the dictates of public conscience must be considered.

**How do the Martens Clause and the ICRC Guide apply to PADR and EDIDP?**

Applicants to PADR must conduct an Ethical Legal and Societal Aspects (ELSA) self-assessment as part of the submission process, for which the European Commission provides guidelines. In other words, the responsibilities conferred on state parties under IHL are derogated to private, third-party funding applicants in the form of self assessments.

In 2020, the Belgium-based non-government organisation (NGO) Vredesactie requested access to documents containing information about the ELSA reviews conducted by applicants for PADR funding. In response, a letter from the European Defence Agency stated that ‘... we have come to the conclusion that they may be only partially disclosed. Some parts of the documents have been blanked out as their disclosure is prevented by exceptions to the right of access laid down in Article 4 of this Regulation ...’

The EDA also attached 24 documents as part of its response, most of which were redacted, but it was, nonetheless, possible to establish the following conclusions:

None of the documents contained anything related to legal reviews, but did contain ethical considerations, which will be discussed in the next section.

Although the ELSA procedure includes a panel of experts who are tasked with performing ‘a remote individual assessment’ of each proposal, it was not possible to identify who the rapporteurs or reviewers were, whether there may have been potential conflicts of interest, or whether they had the relevant skills to participate in such an expert panel. It was not possible to see who participated in review meetings, what data was shared or discussed, what methodologies were used or how a final assessment and conclusion was researched.
According to EDIDP Regulation and Commissioner Breton, there have been no ELSA reviews for these projects, which clearly violates IHL stipulations with regard to new types of weapons systems. On 24 June 2020, Vredesactie received a response from Timo Pesonen, the Director-General for Defence Industry and Space, in relation to its request for access to the assessment criteria. The letter stated that ‘disclosure of the documents “related to the reviewing of EDIDP projects’ compliance with international law” would undermine the protection of the commercial interests of the economic operators participating in the EDIDP calls for proposals’. The letter further stated that ‘the European Commission does not possess any dedicated documents that would focus on this particular aspect and contain its detailed, substantive assessment. Indeed, the consortia participating in the European Defence Industrial Development Program are not required to submit such dedicated documents’. The correspondence ended by clarifying that ‘the issue of compliance with international law is covered in the submitted proposals (documents category 1), as the consortia are required to declare that the proposals are indeed compliant with the requirements of international law. The fulfilment of these criteria is checked by the experts and the European Commission on the grounds of the technicalities of each project proposal.’

Vredesactie subsequently lodged a complaint with the European Ombudsman regarding how the EC dealt with a request for public access to documents concerning the EDIDP. The Ombudsman’s investigation found that ‘the documents contain only very limited information on the compliance of the proposals with international law – the documents contain only the “yes/no” conclusion on a project's compliance with the international law criterion... The Commission representatives explained to the Ombudsman’s inquiry team that whenever a positive evaluation, no further details were recorded explaining why this conclusion was drawn’. The Ombudsman's office concluded that ‘The fact that there is no detailed assessment of the compliance of projects with international law is thus a cause for some concern’.

Our analysis of the case taken by Vredesactie to the European Ombudsman, and our review of documents made available through the Ask the EU facility, show that although the projects funded under PADR and EDIDP may lead to the creation of new military wares and the development of highly controversial lethal weapons, the EU has failed to ensure that even the very minimum legal standards set out under IHL are upheld. More accurately, the assessments are effectively a box-ticking exercise. This begs the question, with millions of euros at stake, and a system based on self-assessment, how likely are applicants to make a self-assessment that they do not meet the legal threshold and make this clear in their application proposal? The procedures are based on blind faith rather than meeting any stringent, independently verifiable criteria, and there is almost no transparency or public accountability. To all intents and purposes, it signifies a deregulation of potentially one of the deadliest pools of money managed by Brussels. The EU claims to uphold the rule of law, however in relation to defence budgets it appears to fall significantly short of even the most basic legal standards.

Table 1. Banned Weapons

Here follows a table of banned weapons, as well as the Treaty under which their use was outlawed. This is relevant in contextualising how controversial weapons have been banned in the past and may provide useful precedent relevant for civil society groups advocating a ban on autonomous weapons.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weapon</th>
<th>Treaty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explosive projectiles weighing less than 400 grams</td>
<td>• Declaration of Saint Petersburg (1868)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullets that expand or flatten in the human body</td>
<td>• Hague Declaration (1899)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poison and poisoned weapons</td>
<td>• Hague Regulations (1907)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical weapons</td>
<td>• Geneva Protocol (1925)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological weapons</td>
<td>• Geneva Protocol (1925)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Convention on the Prohibition of Biological Weapons (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons that injure by fragments which, in the human body, escape detection by X-rays</td>
<td>• Protocol I (1980) to the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incendiary weapons</td>
<td>• Protocol III (1980) to the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines, booby traps and &quot;other devices&quot;</td>
<td>• Protocol II, as amended (1996), to the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster munitions</td>
<td>• Convention on Cluster Munitions (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ICRC\[^{343}\]

**Legal compatibility**

As we have seen, the EU procedures to apply for defence funding are highly questionable and raise serious concerns about their compatibility with European and international law.

The **Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union**\[^{344}\] is the cornerstone of European law. It is a legally binding instrument that guides EU policies, including defence. **Article 1** states that ‘Human dignity is inviolable. It must be respected and protected’.\[^{345}\] The underlying principle is that everyone has the right to protection regardless of gender, ethnicity, class, religious identity, or any other characteristic.

As yet, it remains unclear how advanced technology, AI, or similar digital advances will uphold this basic principle. Can an AI-operated weapon recognise the value of human life and human dignity and respond accordingly? Can it respond in a non-discriminatory fashion? If it hits the wrong target, where does the legal responsibility lie? With those who programmed it? Where does legal responsibility lie in the digital world – or is it diluted such that there are no legally applicable standards for automated weapons? These are major legal questions that thus far remain insufficiently answered, although innovative automated technologies continue to be developed.

Projects such as PYTHIA, SOLOMON, DECISMAR, ESC2, and INTERACT, as discussed in chapter four, are potentially on a collision course with European law because they include automated assistance or decision-support systems.

**Article 8** provides for the protection of personal data and the **General Data Protection Regulation** (GDPR) sets out how European legislation must provide such protection. The GDPR is particularly relevant to developments in AI because this form of intelligence relies precisely on data collection and processing by algorithmic systems. At present it is unclear whether or how AI-based military technology funded under PADR and EDIDP is compliant with GDPR.
The **Precautionary Principle**, which is considered a General Principle of European Law, is also highly relevant. On 15 January 1988, the precautionary principle was defined at a meeting held in Wingspread, Wisconsin, which was subsequently known as the Wingspread Statement. It states that ‘When an activity raises threats of harm to human health or the environment, precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships are not fully established scientifically’. Under this Principle, the proponents of an activity must furnish evidence that their actions will not cause harm to human health or to the environment. If we are to understand the European Commission as a proponent considering that it funds the weaponry that is being developed, has the EC met the Precautionary Principle stipulations? TALOS and LinkEUs are two funded projects that raise unanswered questions about whether the Precautionary Principle was adequately applied. Similarly, the aforementioned investigations by the Ombudsman’s office raise significant concerns about what steps were taken to reduce harm.

Moreover, in the documents we examined, there is no indication that ecological or environmental damage has even been considered. An automated aerial system, depending on what it is programmed to do, may potentially have highly negative impacts on the area in which it is operating. In other words, a principle that articulates some of our most important health and environmental safeguards is jeopardised by corporate lobbies in Brussels that are seeking to establish a new Innovation Principle, which could lead to the deregulation of ‘Hi-Tech Sectors’ in the name of competitiveness.

**International Humanitarian Law**

Although many nations and non-state warring parties have circumvented or entirely ignored the rules that govern war and armed conflict, the principles of IHL provide a baseline that state and non-state parties are bound by:

- the principle of humanity (the basic considerations set out in the Martens clause)
- the prohibition on attacking non-combatants
- the principle of a distinction between civilians and combatants, and between civilian objects and military objectives
- the principle of proportionality
- the principle of military necessity from which follows:
  - The prohibition on inflicting unnecessary suffering

War and armed conflict are always highly complex, and even more so are the rules of engagement. However, with the advancement of ‘smart’ weapons, we may unwittingly already have embarked on a path, which may eventually allow an automated machine to make decisions about what constitutes a legitimate target. Where would a robot stand on interpreting legal precedent and legal code in deciding whether and where to launch a rocket? Who would be responsible if the rocket landed on a protected structure or killed or maimed civilians? Currently, AI is unable to distinguish a dog from a doughnut, or a tank from a tractor – or, tragically, a military mobilisation from a wedding feast. How, then, is it conceivable to design such systems to be used in armed combat? Surely the EU should not proceed with funding the types of projects funded under PADR and EDIDP until these legal issues have been fully addressed.

Because of the deliberate efforts to obscure or withhold information regarding projects funded under PADR and EDIDP, it is impossible to establish precisely how this new technology will contribute to the methods and means employed in combat.
THE ETHICAL DILEMMAS

Technology reflects and amplifies human interests and intent. It is not neutral, but fed with algorithms that human beings create, and is therefore programmed with human prejudice and bias. The question of ethics is central to how technology is designed and functions.

As outlined above, there are significant and perhaps deliberate gaps in the information made publicly available for the projects funded under PADR and EDIDP. Of the 24 files that were shared with Vredesactie following a request for information, five could be identified as Ethics Summary Reports from 2017 and 2018, and 10 as Consensus Reports from the same period. Because they were redacted, it was impossible to glean any further information. The EU’s deliberate decision not to disclose information on the legality and ethics of projects funded under its defence budget is hugely worrying, particularly considering that the projects are defence orientated. The nondisclosure of information leads one to wonder why such secrecy might be necessary or whether it should be permitted for publicly funded projects. It is worth recalling the aforementioned concerns of the Ombudsman’s Office in this regard.

Ethics reports

Table 2 includes the general categories of ethical issues present in the Ethics Summary Report files provided by EDA. The category ‘data protection’ was only visible in one document, while in the others it was presumably redacted.

Table 2. Ethical issues relating to research and development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethical Issues</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Humans</strong>&lt;br&gt;Does this research involve human participants?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protection of personal data</strong>&lt;br&gt;Does this research involve personal data collection and/or processing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental protection and safety</strong>&lt;br&gt;Does this research involve the use of elements that may harm to the environment, to animals, or plants?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Misuse</strong>&lt;br&gt;Does this research have the potential for malevolent/ criminal /terrorist abuse?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other ethics issues</strong>&lt;br&gt;Are there any other ethics issues that should be taken into consideration?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethics Checks</strong>&lt;br&gt;An Ethics Check should be conducted. The Check should verify that adequate measures as mentioned above have been implemented?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sub-questions varied across reports but included questions such as:

- Does this research involve the use of elements that may cause harm to humans, including research staff?
- Is it planned to import any material – including personal data – from non-EU countries into the EU?
- Does it involve tracking or observation of participants?
- Does this research involve further processing of previously collected personal data (secondary use)?
- Are they volunteers for social or human sciences research?
- All the answers to the legible questions in the files shared with Vredesactie were affirmative.
Consensus reports

Following the ethical self-assessments, reviewers contracted by the EU prepare a consensus report. There is no available information about who these reviewers are and what their backgrounds or fields of expertise bring to the review process. The consensus reports are based on a template, which would appear to be only slightly broader in scope than the ethics review and likely to miss key information regarding ethical implications. Again, it appears more of a box-ticking exercise, rather than a genuine attempt to identify and deal with potentially damaging aspects of the projects presented.

There are no questions addressing issues related to AI in either the ethical or the consensus report, beyond a general section on data protection – which would not adequately deal with the ethical dimensions of the militarisation of AI or other disruptive technologies.

Table 3 includes sections 4–6 from the 10 “consensus report”. Where we can observe that except for one project, the rest required further checks, although they were all given ethical clearance (6), or conditional clearance (4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethical Issue</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>D6</th>
<th>D7</th>
<th>D8</th>
<th>D9</th>
<th>D10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 1: Humans</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does this research involve human participants?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 2: Human Cells/Tissues</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does this research involve human cells or tissues?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 3: Personal Data</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does this research involve personal data collection and/or processing?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 4: Environment &amp; Health and Safety</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does this research involve the use of elements that may cause harm to the environment, to animals or plants?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 5: Misuse</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does this research have the potential for misuse of research results?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 6: Other Ethics Issues</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there any other ethics issues that should be taken into consideration?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethics Opinion</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>D6</th>
<th>D7</th>
<th>D8</th>
<th>D9</th>
<th>D10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethics Check</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity level</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CEC – Conditional Ethics Clearance (i.e. clearance is subject to conditions that must be met before grant signature or become part of the grant agreement)
**EC – Ethical clearance
EU Ethics Guidelines for trustworthy AI

The European Commission set up an independent high-level expert group on AI in order to elaborate an ‘Ethics Guideline for trustworthy AI’. The group’s conclusions were presented in April 2019 and are ordered under four ethical principles: (i) Respect for human autonomy; (ii) Prevention of harm; (iii) Fairness and (iv) Explicability.363

The first principle: Respect for human autonomy, states that ‘The allocation of functions between humans and AI systems should follow human-centric design principles and leave meaningful opportunity for human choice.364 However, the current technologically driven arms race is precisely the opposite – it is based on the development of autonomy, or a potential human ‘out of the loop’ scenario. Once we begin relying on automated data and information, we are increasingly likely to continue to do so and rely less on our own capacity to obtain the required information through non-technical means. For example, once we begin relying on Google Maps to move from A to B, we find it incredibly difficult or even impossible to imagine a scenario where we would have to return to reading a physical map or stopping to ask for directions. In a similar manner, AI and military-designed technology with a reliance on automated aids and decision-support systems, even if operated by humans, are more likely to play a significant and central role in the decisions the human takes. Even though a human may be responsible for a final decision, their reaction will be heavily influenced by information received from automated sources, similar to the google maps analogy.

In 2003, on the third day of the US-led invasion of Iraq, a British fighter jet was identified by the Vaunted Patriot, a US anti-missile system, as a legitimate target and subsequently its two pilots were killed. Three days later the same system also downed a US plane, killing the pilot. In effect, relying on an anti-missile system, the US took down an allied fighter jet and one of their own planes within three days of each other, with three casualties. Although there were humans in the loop, the heavy reliance on AI eventually caused them to make decisions with catastrophic results. This is automation bias. It assumes that conditions are likely to remain unchanged and therefore makes decisions based on information that it was fed at a given moment in time and that has not necessarily been updated. But in situations of war and armed conflict things can change dramatically and very quickly such that the information input into an automated system may very quickly become obsolete or irrelevant.366

The second principle: prevention of harm states that ‘AI systems should neither cause nor exacerbate harm (Harms can be individual or collective, and can include intangible harm to social, cultural and political environments) or otherwise adversely affect human beings’.367 A principle that clearly collides with the very nature of using AI in weapons, automated aids or decision-support systems, whose potential outcomes are lethal.

The third principle: Fairness has two main dimensions. The substantive dimension that ‘implies a commitment to: ensuring equal and just distribution of both benefits and costs, and ensuring that individuals and groups are free from unfair bias, discrimination and stigmatisation’ and the procedural dimension understood as ‘the ability to contest and seek effective redress against decisions made by AI systems and by the humans operating them. In order to do so, the entity accountable for the decision must be identifiable, and the decision-making processes should be explicable’.
This principle clearly collides with use of force based on AI, especially when the potential outcome may be fatal and cannot be ‘fixed’. But also, because it is impossible to ensure that these military technologies are ‘free from unfair biases’ given that most AI systems operate as a ‘black box’, meaning that it is virtually impossible to explain decisions taken by the AI, in the same way that an investigation on suspected breaches of IHL might now look at questions such as the orders given, chain of command, and other such military structures. Accountability in war is severely diminished through the use of AI.

The fourth principle: explicability, states that ‘processes need to be transparent, the capabilities and purpose of AI systems openly communicated, and decisions – to the extent possible – explainable to those directly and indirectly affected. Without such information, a decision cannot be duly contested’.

In reality, there is often a lack of ‘explicability’, or at least transparency, in warfare, both because combatants do not want their decisions to be contested or scrutinised and because in a ‘black-box scenario’ the final decision often lies beyond explanation.

‘Currently, an unknown number of countries and industries are researching and developing lethal autonomous weapon systems, ranging from missiles capable of selective targeting to learning machines with cognitive skills to decide whom, when and where to fight without human intervention. This raises fundamental ethical concerns, such as the fact that it could lead to an uncontrollable arms race on a historically unprecedented level, and create military contexts in which human control is almost entirely relinquished and the risks of malfunction are not addressed’.368

Fallacies, ethics and democracy

Many concepts related to AI and advanced digital technologies are poorly understood and based on assumptions rather than on facts. In this section we unpack some of the common but misleading assumptions about AI.

1. It is assumed that, if properly coded, a machine can learn how to behave ethically and morally. This bestows a moral agency on a machine, which is clearly impossible. AI cannot and does not have morals. It cannot comprehend anything as complex as human life, nor can it feel. It is just a machine.

2. It is assumed that AI can make fairer, more effective and more efficient decisions than humans can. In reality, AI simply follows what human beings have programmed it to do. In other words, if a machine is only partially programmed, it will reproduce this partiality in the decisions it makes. Humans who then may have to act on these machine-made decisions may thus be influenced by a machine and automated bias, trusting more in the machine than in human judgement, thus entrenching poor decisions made by automated systems. For the most part, the tech world is monopolised by white, upper-class men who will inevitably project and transfer their particular prejudices and biases on to the systems they are creating. AI is not neutral. It is a product of its designers and creators. Significant amounts of data must be input to train a machine to operate. It would be an extremely cumbersome, if not impossible, process to understand exactly how an AI system was programmed such that it made a particular decision. It is therefore highly irresponsible to produce weapons systems based on AI decision-making, with a capacity to lead to mass destruction and loss of life, without actually understanding each step along the decision making process, and the accountability for those decisions.
3. Finally, it is often assumed that AI is more reliable than human intelligence. In specific circumstances AI can certainly make reliable decisions, but in general terms this is far from being the norm.

It is worth highlighting the work of British NGO Big Brother Watch, which, under the Freedom of Information Act, succeeded in getting the government to reveal the reliability of facial recognition systems. On average 5% of the criminal identifications made through the AI system were correct, giving it an average error rate of 95%.369

The ecological dimension of warfare

Of course, it is not only human life that is directly devastated by war and armed conflict, but also ecological systems may be obliterated by deadly chemical or biological weapons, with consequences for populations living within those ecosystems and upon which their lives depend.

Examples of harming the planet, deliberately or inadvertently in the course of armed conflicts, range from the ‘scorched earth’ strategies employed against the Napoleonic invasion of Russia or in the two World Wars (destroying large areas of cultivation and cattle to halt the enemy’s advance), the Vietnam war which carried out a systematic destruction of the environment as part of the military strategy (leading to the concept of ‘ecocide’), or more recently the damage caused by combatant troops to livestock in the first Gulf War, when 80% of Kuwait’s livestock were destroyed.370 Not to mention the development of nuclear weapons, and the ‘nuclear winter’ scenario.

But we can go beyond war itself in order to understand that even in peacetime, the military sector is responsible for ecological erosion. As an example of the this, The SGR: Responsible Science report Under the radar: The carbon footprint of Europe’s military sectors371 estimated that the carbon footprint of EU military expenditure in 2019 was approximately 24.8 million tCO2e – which represents ‘the equivalent to the annual CO2 emissions of about 14 million average cars, but is considered a conservative estimate, given the many data quality issues identified. This compares with the carbon footprint of the UK military expenditure in 2018 which was estimated at 11 million tCO2e in the earlier’.

The same report also underlines that ‘With the highest military spending in the EU, France was found to contribute approximately one-third of the total carbon footprint for the EU’s militaries. Of the military technology corporations operating in the EU that were examined, PGZ (based in Poland), Airbus, Leonardo, Rheinmetall, and Thales were judged to have the highest GHG emissions. Some military technology corporations did not publicly publish GHG emissions data, including MBDA, Hensoldt, KMW, and Nexter’. These companies are among the main beneficiaries of EU funding for military R&D under PADR and EDIDP.

No serious ethical checks of the projects were conducted including on the environmental aspects, nor with the European Commission’s Green policy, from which the military is exempt.
We are on the threshold of a third arms evolution, which will give AI-controlled automated weapons the capacity to kill, albeit with a human ‘in the loop’ – which may be more accurately described as a sound-bite rather than providing for meaningful human engagement. This arms drive is continuing unabated, despite the colossal changes it may mean for how war is conducted and the appalling human consequences. It almost seems as if the advocates of these developments have been dazzled by shiny new technology without giving too much thought to those whose lives will be lost as a result.

This has created the perfect conditions for an ethics-free expansion of the EU industrial–military complex, which remains hidden from the public eye, and pushes the boundaries of IHL. Rather than seeking to adapt the new weapons systems to meet the stipulations of IHL or to create specific EU standards for these new systems, the European Commission is actively ploughing ahead with a virtually unregulated development of technologies.

In this sense, the application of Article 36, which relates to weaponry reviews, should not be reduced to a box-ticking exercise, nor should compliance be delegated to those submitting funding applications to the EDF. Given that this represents the first stage of commitment to upholding IHL, the failure to take it seriously raises doubts not only about EU's collective Defence Policy, but also about the willingness of EU member states in choosing to delegate part of the military R&D to the EU without setting clear legal and ethical review process in line with their obligations. As a result, the EU is lowering the R&D standards for weapons and military technologies below existing national practice in both the legal and ethical spheres.

Moreover, the EC is actively generating a military exception in the very core of the EU as PADR and EDIDP projects contravene even general EU legal frameworks, principles, ethics and policies, such as the precautionary principle, the notion of human dignity, its Green Policy or the Ethical Guidelines for Trustworthy AI – in the latter case, there have been ad hoc exceptions made for the military in order to avoid open conflicts – a policy and agenda that also embodies the deliberate intention to ignore the repeated calls made by the European Parliament to enact specific regulation.
The origins of the EU arose from the desire to establish peace and stability in a continent that was ravaged by war during the first half of the 20th century. In recent years, however, it has shifted from promoting peace and diplomacy to militarism and laying the groundwork for war. The implications of this shift are vast. Within the EU, militarism is increasingly perceived as the solution to political and social problems with voices that favour peace and diplomacy being marginalised. Some non-EU countries in Europe and beyond may well either embrace the EU’s drive towards militarism and purchase arms and other materiel from companies based in EU member states, or interpret this military drive as provocative and arm themselves in response. As the EU –and certain member states – become increasingly militarised, it moves further from its founding vision and values.

The arms industry, which was instrumental in influencing the EU’s policy shift and subsequent defence budgets, stands to make vast profits. Public money is being used to subsidise some of Europe’s most lucrative industries. Worse still, the EU is funding companies that export arms to countries undergoing armed conflict and where gross human rights violations may ultimately be facilitated by European arms companies, including those dealing in nuclear weapons or embroiled in serious corruption allegations. By violating its own values, particularly in upholding the rule of law, the EU’s legitimacy as a political institution is brought into question, severely undermining its identity as a promoter of peace.

The rules of engagement in situations of war and armed conflict are necessarily complex in order to safeguard human life. Yet the structures the EC has established to guarantee that the projects it funds do not contravene ethical and legal norms are based on companies’ self-assessment – box-ticking exercises rather than serious and rigorous efforts to exclude controversial technologies. This suggests that the EU is more concerned with innovation and protecting corporate profits rather than ensuring that no public money is spent on weaponry that, if deployed, could potentially change the conduct of war and render obsolete the current rules of war embodied in the Geneva Conventions and other binding international treaties and resolutions. Funding controversial ‘smart’ technologies and other cutting-edge equipment puts the EU on a direct collision course with fundamental human rights norms and International Humanitarian Law (IHL).

The AI regulations the EU is currently drafting explicitly exempt AI equipment for military use, but to date there is no pending regulation specific to such equipment, leaving it virtually unregulated. Despite the potential consequences and serious concerns about its application, the EU is pushing ahead with AI technology, prioritising innovation, business and corporate profit over human life and safety. Moreover, there appears to be a deliberate gap in publicly available information regarding the projects funded under the EU’s defence budget and, more concretely, the standards applied to approve them. The EU appears to be more invested in circumventing transparency and oversight procedures and obfuscating democratic process rather publishing information on how it is spending public money.

The eagerness to develop and export innovative weapons and materiel has been decoupled from the impact their deployment could have in terms of the major loss of life, destruction and devastation. As an institution, the EU should acknowledge that it is making a political choice to invest in armaments, prop up the arms industry and prioritise militarism over the security and...
wellbeing of society. Rather than expanding military budgets and helping to fuel a new arms race, the EU should reaffirm its founding principles and commit to promoting peace, dialogue and full respect for human rights.

The EU should, therefore, move away from a militarised approach to security, from which only the arms industry benefits, and prioritise collective wellbeing, security and solidarity. EU policy and budgets should be dedicated to tackling the root causes of conflict, beginning with recognising Europe’s role in them. Similarly, it should put its full political, diplomatic and financial weight to helping to prevent conflicts before they escalate and prioritise peaceful solutions when they do.

Using soft backed up by hard power is not conducive to working towards positive peace. By strengthening its military power, engaging militarily in countries outside Europe, as well as by exporting arms, the EU is undermining its role in diplomacy or as a credible mediator in situations of conflict. In prioritising a militarised approach, peaceful resolution and dialogue risk being side-lined. It is often argued that with more advanced military equipment, it is easier to bring armed disputes to an end more quickly, but conflict frequently stems from political discord and grievances will never be resolved militarily. Attempting to do so only prolongs the civilian suffering and further deepens the divide between the opposing sides.

The world is facing many global challenges, not least the climate crisis and the increased likelihood of drought and rising temperatures making vast areas of the planet uninhabitable, with potentially catastrophic consequences, including conflicts. If the EU employs a militarised approach to addressing political and social issues, it risks being more part of the problem rather than part of the solution. It is, therefore, imperative that the EU invests all of the resources at its disposal in helping to bring peaceful, enduring, political solutions to conflict and human suffering.
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